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Island Medita�on. Why “island”?
This project began at the Island Family Medical Center, 

which is actually located on an island. But you will 
discover your own personal island of serenity
as you enhance your prac�ce of medita�ng. 

Island Medita�on. 
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W� ��� ���� ��� ������� �� ��������. We all do it in our 
daily lives, but most of us have not learned to make the 
most of this remarkable state. We hear of people who 
use medita�on to produce comfor�ng states of health. 
Others tell of sustaining spiritual experiences. Perhaps 
you have been wan�ng to return to exploring this tool 
you encountered earlier in your life. Perhaps you are in 
need. Perhaps you are merely curious. 
 
But how will you learn? Where will you find a teacher? 
Can you be sure you can do it?  If you are reading these 
words, learning to meditate is possible for you. You 
may listen to someone reading this book to you or you 
may do the reading looking at this handsome paper 
book. Or perhaps you are looking at an iPad or smart 
phone screen. Whether you are reading a forwarded e-
mail or a web page on a computer screen, it makes no 
difference. What does make the difference is that you 
do the prac�ce.
 
Our medita�on classes found support in mee�ng for 
an hour together once a week. We meditate together 
for ten, fi�een, or twenty minutes, and then we talk—
about medita�ng, not about our personal problems. 
Perhaps you can arrange a group or find at least one 

friend to take up the challenge with you. That way you 
can keep each other going. (Like the very successful 
Weight Watchers program, only this is Mind Watchers!) 
Feel free to forward this to friends and family members 
who might be interested in joining you in this enterprise. 
Not only do you give them a gi�, a tool for enhancing 
their well being, but their suppor�ve company—real 
or virtual—may help you keep with the prac�ce long 
enough to make it really a part of you.
 
You cannot just read about medita�on or think about it: 
you have to do it to experience the benefits. Tradi�ons 
seem to suggest that the most important aspect of 
learning to meditate is that you actually do it for some six 
to eight weeks. Forty days. (Or forty nights.) Your brain 
seems to need that �me to develop habitual pathways.  
There is even evidence that the brain may be producing 
microstructures as well. Don’t even ask yourself “Is this 
working? Can I really do it?” un�l you have completed 
the course.  There is a reason that a pain clinic probably 
would not take you on unless you commi�ed to a six 
or eight week series of sessions. Without commitment, 
you would be was�ng their �me and yours.
 
Marking off sessions on a daily calendar should help you 

INTRODUCTION
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keep track of whether or not you are actually fulfilling the 
contract you have made with yourself to do this prac�ce. 
It seems that the most difficult part of medita�ng is 
learning to s�ck with the prac�ce, making it a constant 
and rou�ne part of your life, available whenever you 
need it. Use whatever en�cements you think will work 
for you to get you through the calendar of this course. 
Although the precise order is not par�cularly important, 
begin at the beginning and work your way through to 
the end, preferably at your own pace, repea�ng un�l 
you feel ready to go on. You get to come back to the 
table at this all-you-can-eat feast as o�en as you like. If 
you miss a day, just go back and pick up where you le� 
off. You may do more than one session in a day. Space 
them out so that you feel unhurried. Allow yourself 
�me to absorb the material before going on. When you 
complete the regimen, you are sure to feel rewarded.
 
Each week presents a theme. You may wish to look at 
a week’s worth of topics at a �me, but please read and 
do each day’s assignment individually, mindfully. Each 
deserves your full a�en�on. Consider the meaning of 
each day’s write-up as a whole. You will probably not do 
all the suggested avenues of explora�on on a given day. 
Just be sure you do the daily assignment, the highlighted 

sentences, the sugges�ons in capital le�ers. Review as 
o�en as you like. Look ahead as o�en as you will, but 
remember: one day at a �me. 
 
When? It does not ma�er what �me of day you do 
your session. Dawn and dusk are among the favored 
tradi�onal �mes. That may suggest to you that you 
set your alarm fi�een minutes earlier than you might 
otherwise. Perhaps you prefer to take a bit of your lunch 
hour, or use the first minutes when you arrive home 
from work. If you climb into bed at night and realize you 
have not done your day’s allotment, simply tell yourself 
this is not a sleep session and do a prac�ce session then. 
If you awake in the middle of the night, you can make 
good use of the �me prac�cing then. See? There really 
is no excuse. You cannot say you just do not have the 
�me do this. And why stop at a single �me each day? 
 
Where? In the morning you may just do it in your warm 
bed. Prop yourself up on pillows if you have trouble 
remaining awake. You are aiming to sit with your spine 
straight in the tradi�onal varia�ons of the medita�on 
postures, but that is not necessary. Perhaps you have 
a reclining chair you like, or a favorite rocking chair in 
which you can sit s�ll with your feet firmly planted on 

the ground. You might even try stretching out on the 
floor. As you meditate, your body’s rate of consuming 
oxygen lowers, your blood pressure lowers, and your 
body temperature lowers. You may wish to cover 
yourself lightly with a blanket or shawl. 
 
These sugges�ons of ways you might use medita�on are 
meant to be used in consulta�on with your doctor if you 
have a health problem. Those who are working with a 
counselor or psychiatrist likewise would be well advised 
to use these lessons as something to be discussed 
with your professional. A church group, par�cularly 
a Spiritual Discernment group, might enjoy exploring 
these prac�ces from many tradi�ons.   

Members of the Island clergy and Island Medical Center 
worked together on this project. The small group 
sponsored by the Deer Isle Congrega�onal Church 
met weekly for an hour on Wednesday a�ernoons 
to sit together. Western Chris�an churches have not 
historically been involved in teaching all their members 
much about the tool of medita�on. But the tradi�on is 
there. It is found in nearly all religions, once we learn 
what how to recognize it in its different guises. 

We are currently seeing a developing interest in 
how one learns to use this powerful enhancer of 
prayer. Likewise, the Western medical community is 
increasingly interested in how pa�ents might maximize 
the contribu�on of the mind to well-being and to some 
aspects of healing.  Modern neurological advances and 
quite amazing monitoring devices are making it possible 
to document what happens in the brain/body when we 
meditate. Hospice programs are finding that medita�on 
may be useful, good to the last breath.
 
We feel that our li�le Island will be a healthier place the 
more its people know how to use medita�on. But really, 
we are not an island anywhere on this planet. Welcome 
to the adventure. 
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WEEK 1   IT ALL BEGINS WITH BREATHING
 
YOU THINK JUST BREATHING IS BORING?  A favorite 
Zen joke tells of the master who suggested that his 
complaining student come look in the rain barrel. 
The student complied. The master plunged the 
student’s head under water and held it there for ten 
long seconds. He released the spu�ering student 
and asked him, “Do you s�ll find just breathing 
boring?”
 

Breathing is one of the ac�ons of our body that we all 
know how to do consciously and unconsciously. We 
gasp! Are we surprised or expressing disapproval? 
We can hyperven�late at will or spontaneously. We 
hold our breath in suspense, or we do it deliberately 
to avoid a bad smell. We may scarcely think of our 
breathing at all in our daily lives, at least in periods of 
good health. As meditators, we are most interested 
in this interface between ac�ons we perform 
consciously and those we carry on unconsciously. 
 
This week we will focus on our breathing. 
 
 

We open our life with a breath inhaled. We close 
this life with a breath exhaled. In between, we can 
use these precious couplets in a quite remarkable 
way. Around the world, and over the years, many 
people have discovered that “following the breath,” 
coun�ng breaths, no�cing our breathing, se�les us 
into a medita�ve state. You do not strain or push 
the breath. You don’t hold it. You just watch the rise 
and falls as breaths come in and go out. 
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1/1  B�����, D������ ��� F����
 
Close your lips. Put your tongue on the roof of 
your mouth up front at the inside of your upper 
teeth. Breathe through your nose.  Focus on your 
breathing. Sense the slight breeze that crosses the 
groove running from your upper lip to the base of 
your nostrils.  Register the gentle sound of your 
breath. Rest your hands lightly on your abdomen. 
Feel it rise and fall. (This is like an exercise you may 
have encountered in which you lie on your back and 
place a book on your tummy and watch it go up and 
down with your breath.) 
 
The si�ng frog is a popular symbol for medita�ng in 
Asian art. Picture the familiar image of the bullfrog’s 
throat ballooned out. That is the feeling of taking 
in your breath all the way down to your abdomen. 
Inhale. 
 
Exhale like curling wisps of smoke out the nostrils 
of a dragon. In China the dragon represents the 
mysterious and powerful force of medita�ng. This 
serpent from the unfathomable depths of the sea, 

snake-like sloughs its skin. Transforma�on. 
 
You neither pull in extra breath nor let it out longer. 
You just watch. (It is not so easy to watch without 
interfering, is it?) Briefly imagine the si�ng frog at 
the inhale. Sensing the dragon’s breath at the exhale 
will enhance your breathing as it slows. The Buddha 
recommended thinking of the breathing as tuning 
the string of a musical instrument. Send your breath 
gently in and out, tuned perfectly, your whole body 
in harmony with the whole universe.
 
B������ ��. B������ ���. F��� ������ - �� - 
D����� B����� - ���. S����. I�, O��.    
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1/2  C������� B������

Prayer beads are found in most of the world’s great 
religious tradi�ons. Whether the strings of beads 
are Islamic misbaha or tesbih, Roman Catholic 
rosaries, or the Hindu and Buddhist japa malas, you 
are joining mind and body as your fingers move from 
bead to bead and your mind moves from prayer to 
prayer, mantra to mantra, holy name to holy name, 
coun�ng, keeping track.
 
Coun�ng is o�en used to help beginning meditators 
follow the breaths. COUNT “ONE” AND INHALE; 
“TWO” AND EXHALE, UP TO THE NUMBER TEN. 
BEGIN AGAIN, AND AGAIN, AND AGAIN…
 
If you count higher than ten it may feel as if you 
are focusing on coun�ng rather than on breaths. 
A�er of a month or so of this prac�ce, you may 
want to count only the inhaled breaths. Inhale, one, 
inhale, two, etc. You will no�ce that your breathing 
naturally gentles and slows a�er a minute. From 
about fi�een to twenty breaths a minute your 
respiratory rate drops to a mere five breaths 

per minute. Inhala�ons become fairly short and 
effortless, perhaps five seconds, followed by the 
lazy exhala�on of the dragon smoke curling out, 
two or three �mes longer. 
 
For a �me or two you may as a ma�er of interest 
count the seconds, but then you realize that you 
are collec�ng data, rather than medita�ng. Instead 
of bothering to name any number, you may choose 
to imagine a touch on each of your ten fingers in 
turn. Touch them together at first, and then simply 
imagine the touch. Your built-in beads, a most useful 
device for ordering an agitated mind. Whenever you 
find your mind wandering, just return to the number 
‘one’ and begin again. And again. And again.   

C���� “���” ��� ������; “���” ��� ������, �� 
�� ��� ������ ���. B���� �����, ��� �����, ��� 
�����…
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across the sky for a �me, and then vanishes, they 
say. If you erase any emo�onal significance from a 
thought, it just comes and goes with li�le power over 
you. You say to non-judgmental self, “Oh, grocery 
list. I don’t have to do that now. Oh, that’s my back 
hur�ng. I don’t have to tend to that because I know 
it is not really being broken now. Oh, here comes a 
thought of so-and-so; see you later.” The thought 
clouds float off into the blue. Your mind becomes 
a big empty blue sky. Be careful you do not get 
caught up in labeling the clouds. You are interested 
in medita�ng, not do-it-yourself psychoanalysis.  
 
A more prosaic metaphor than clouds is thinking of 
your restless mind as a puppy that needs training. 
Obedience class teaches the commands, Sit! and 
Stay! Surely your mind is as eager, as energe�c, and 
as biddable as a border collie, isn’t it? 

W���� ��� ������ ���� ��� ��. S��, �������, ����, 
�������…
 

1/3  T������ C�����
 
You are du�fully coun�ng your breaths. But, oh, 
the cha�ering of your mind! Those champion 
meditators, the Hindus and Buddhists, aptly call 
that “monkey mind”. They also tell of a galloping 
horse bearing its rider past a farmer. “Where are 
you going?” calls the farmer to the rider. “You’ll 
have to ask the horse,” comes the reply. Zen in 
China is Chan. The words in either language refer to 
the prac�ce of si�ng medita�on. The Chinese have 
given us many handsome horse images to picture in 
this teaching tale. Rein in the runaway by coun�ng 
breaths.
 
Separate yourself from wishing for anything or 
from dreading anything, at least for the �me you 
meditate. Buddhists prac�cing Vipassanā, clear-
seeing insight medita�on, say that you cease to 
cling to any ideas at all. You prac�ce “mindfulness” 
in the sense of becoming a mere observer of those 
thoughts in your mind. 

Watch a thought like a cloud that forms, glides 
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1/4  E�������� A��������

You have been keeping your a�en�on focused fairly 
closely on your breathing apparatus. That will stand 
you in good stead no ma�er how experienced a 
meditator you become. Time a�er �me you will 
want to begin that way.
 
However, once you feel yourself well se�led into 
calm, you might try expanding your awareness 
in one of several ways. For example, you might 
consider each inhala�on as carrying your a�en�on 
to another level, another rung of an imaginary ladder 
or floor reached by an elevator. Climb up the rungs 
or ride up ten floors. Or picture the experience as a 
descent. Down one. Down two…

You might also imagine an ever-expanding beam 
of light that illuminates more with each breath. 
Breathing in White Light seems to be one of the 
oldest healing medita�ons we know of. When you 
reach ten, begin again. 

You might begin expanding your awareness by 

thinking of each breath as filling a vase. With each 
inhala�on, the level rises; the vase gets fuller. This 
leads you to the no�on of qi (say “chee”), what the 
Chinese call the Life Force. Taoists picture taking 
in this energy with every breath. They picture it 
coming in your pores, in the crown of your head, and 
at special points in your palms and soles. Just below 
the navel they picture a reservoir for this energy. 
Familiar to mar�al arts students, this center is known 
in Japanese as your hara. Quite elaborate teaching 
metaphors are used in the related arts of healing, 
mar�al arts, Tai Chi, Qi Gong, and medita�on. For 
example: to concentrate on this abdominal center 
they speak of  the Lower Dan�en, or Field of Elixir—
where the White Tiger meets the Blue Dragon and 
then the Golden Flowers bloom. This medita�ng 
prac�ce is never going to be boring. 

 
B������ ��. M���. B������ ���. M��� �����. 
B������ ��. A�� ���� ���.  
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1/5  T�� F������ F�������
 
Tchaikovsky tells us that he had an appointment with 
the muse at the piano, every morning at 9AM, and 
the muse was never late. Crea�ve ar�sts, writers, 
musicians, and even scien�sts tell us that they meet 
extraordinary ideas when they give their minds free 
rein. The muse is always there if you know how to 
meet her.
 
Picture the le�er Y. The stem of the Y represents the 
introductory phase of ten or more se�ling breaths. 
Now close your eyes. The right arm of the le�er is 
our metaphor for the path to the realm of fantasy. 
Picture yourself a passenger in a small boat. You 
du�fully row with ten precise strokes, but then you 
simply dri� where the current carries you, into a 
state very like dreaming. Your eyes remain closed; 
you are not going to steer! (Your prefrontal cortex 
is direc�ng your brain to the deep pools where the 
“intui�on fish” are jumping. It’s as if your senior 
editor has not arrived for duty yet, but your staff 
poet has.) This is a narra�ve realm where tunes sing 
in your head and lines of poetry appear, as well as 
mathema�cal equa�ons and a fantas�c succession 

of images with plots any movie director would 
envy. But remember you are now a passenger, an 
audience, not the captain. Instruct yourself not to 
dri� all the way off to sleep. Don’t sink the boat!
 
You can get quite proficient at holding yourself in 
a medita�ve level of consciousness. You can also 
learn to do quite well at direc�ng ahead how long 
you will meditate, although the actual �me will 
seem to have passed very quickly. You may want to 
put a clock were you can see it in a quick peek, but 
do not set an alarm clock. Instead of medita�ng you 
would then find yourself an�cipa�ng, calcula�ng. 
That would be a waste of  �me.
 
Suppose you do not like what you meet in this 
somewhat subterranean realm. Be an intrepid 
explorer in this cave: do not look down that 
par�cular passageway. Press on to the interior room 
of the treasure jewels. You were thinking of your 
imagina�on as a boat adri�, but remember that 
although you do not steer, at any �me you choose, 
you can take up the oars and row to calm waters.

When you finish your  session, you may find you are 
par�cularly recep�ve to new ideas. Your sensory 
impressions may seem extraordinarily acute. You 

may feel quite open and vulnerable. Take �me to 
savor this excep�onal crea�ve state.  
C���� ���� ����. B������ ��, ���. B�� ������. 
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1/6  T�� R�������
 
Begin as usual by following your breath, up the stem 
of that imaginary le�er Y.  This �me however, you 
will take the other fork, the metaphorical le� turn. 
How do you do that? An ancient Eastern teaching 
story gives you the clue.
 
Picture a wonderfully-trained Asian elephant on its 
way through the village to do work in the forest. It 
is market �me and the elephant can’t resist picking 
up a mango from this stall, a coconut from that pile. 
By the �me the beast has made its way through the 
village, the market is in shambles. The wise mahout 
knows his elephant well. He gives the elephant 
a stout bamboo length to carry. That elephant 
holds the bamboo alo� and walks straight past the 
temp�ng market stalls, proudly doing his master’s 
work.
 
You have detached from interpre�ng incoming 
messages about sound. Unlike what you did in the 
fantasy expedi�ons, this �me you do not close your 
eyes. Merely lower the lids to half, and let your focus 

go so�. Direct your gaze in the direc�on of the floor, 
about a yard from where you are si�ng. You detach 
from all visual images, even fantasy visual images. 
Give your mind something to do. Focus relentlessly 
with what Buddhists call “one-pointed a�en�on.”
 
A�er some weeks or months of prac�ce you may 
experience at least brief intervals of a balanced and 
radiant non-narra�ve state. This relaxed awareness 
can feel extremely rejuvena�ng and healing. Your 
motor hums smoothly. Your mind/body feels as 
if you have had a tune-up. Your various levels of 
consciousness, your various automa�c and voli�onal 
systems, are in harmony—or at least not ge�ng in 
each other’s way. You feel aligned. That feels quite 
wonderful. 
 
L���� ���� �������, ��� �� ��� ��� ���� �����. 
B������ ��. C���� ���� �������. B������ ���.
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1/7  M��������� – C�������� 
 
Think of this as Radiance, Part II. When the waters 
are turbulent you cannot see very far into the 
muddy chaos. Who was it that was making all those 
waves, anyway? They say the developing clarity 
then enables you to see to great depths. Slowly, 
with pa�ence, you may become aware of feelings 
and intui�ons of remarkable penetra�on.
 
We have said that the so-called radiance arm of 
the le�er Y is non-narra�ve. It is characterized by 
no words. The experience is ineffable. We may feel 
this as holy. Chris�ans experience unity with the 
love of Christ. Hindus speak of the enlightenment 
of cosmic subconsciousness, your personal atman 
joining the universal Brahman.  Buddhists speak of 
experiencing levels of satori, awareness. Some see 
this wordless inner yet transcendent communion as 
God answering the door to those who have opened 
their heart. For others there is no door, no opener, 
just an experience beyond words. Since it is beyond 
words, doesn’t that put the experience beyond 
pe�y arguments?

 

It seems to require considerable discipline to take 
the radiant direc�on in medita�ng, for however 
long or brief the radiant experiences may be. 
Dedicated spiritual explorers the world over have 
always cau�oned against making too much of these 
moments. You are not aiming at some mys�cal 
ecstasy. The radiance of medita�on is not an 
achievement to bring about, not some goal you 
a�ain, not something you “get” or fail. 
 
Almost surely, as you prac�ce you will find yourself 
surprised. You may go through a period in which 
medita�ng feels alluringly addic�ve. You will come 
to know moments of pure joy. Most sa�sfyingly, 
you will increasingly find that your prac�ce confers 
serenity. Eventually other people can even see or 
somehow sense this serenity in you. This makes you 
more effec�ve in your compassion, your helping 
others. 
 
B����� ��. T�� ������ ����. B������ ���. T�� 
������ �����.
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YOU MAY THINK OF YOUR BODY AS A CHALICE that 
holds your spirit. We know now that your mind 
is not just above the neck. Gastroenterologists 
speak of your gut brain as well as your head 
brain. Neuroscien�sts have iden�fied dozens of 
the chemicals they call neurotransmi�ers; they 
suspect there may be a hundred or more of these 
very specific chemicals that enable our network of 
nerves and hormones to communicate all over our 
body.
 
Along with Buddhism, Hindus sent all across the East 
the teaching story of Indra’s Net. This chief deity 
had a palace surrounded by a huge net. At every 
kno�ed juncture of his net hung a faceted jewel. 
Each jewel reflects every other jewel in the net. 
Again and again depicted in Eastern art we meet 
the idea that medita�on by a human is a microcosm 
reflec�ng the reality of the grand macrocosm. If you 
pluck Indra’s net at any point, the vibra�ons echo 
through the en�re net, se�ng the whole universe 
to humming and twinkling. 

In an even simpler and more ancient image, the 
symbol of a spiral, we see the rela�onship of 
a small part echoing the iden�cal rela�onship 
between any larger parts anywhere in the system. 
Mathema�cians speak of fractals. Fractals, spirals, 
Indra’s Net: choose whatever image helps you to 
realize we are a complicated system that you can 
enter and influence by any number of avenues. 

Meditators know that spending daily �me in 
medita�on seems to enhance the robustness of 
the net. Our net has an awesome capacity to repair. 
Physical therapists use this talent at rehabilita�on 
by prescribing mental and motor exercises a�er one 
suffers a stroke. It seems you do not have to pinpoint 
a specific level or loca�on that needs repair. You can 
effec�vely enter the net at any point. The jeweled 
net is a shimmering image of great richness.
 
You have now been prac�cing medita�ng for a 
week. It is quite possible that you have heard 
yourself say to yourself, “I must be doing something 

WEEK 2   WORKING WITH THE MUSCLES OF YOUR  BODY

wrong. My mind wanders. Nothing seems to be 
happening.” Actually, something very important 
is happening. You are s�ll prac�cing. You have 
managed to find seven different opportuni�es to 
prac�ce. Congratula�ons. Valuable �me, well spent. 
Just keep with it. You have probably no�ced a few 
things you had not no�ced before about the simple 
act of breathing. Simple? Keep breathing.
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2/1  Mel�ng Muscle Moments
 
Think of following your breath as your way into 
the jeweled net. Is that net tangled or distorted 
anywhere? Are your muscles carrying tensions? 
You may be vaguely aware of pain somewhere in 
your neck or shoulders or back. There may even 
be golf-ball-sized lumps of soreness there. Perhaps 
your bowels ache or complain, or your airways are 
seizing up in spasms. What can you do?
 
At a hospital on the outskirts of Beijing a young 
woman was teaching a group of visi�ng Westerners 
the exercises of Qigong, a Chinese yoga system. 
“Put your arm here,” she called in her limited 
English, and demonstrated. “Put your mind here,” 
she directed, poin�ng to another part of her body. 
She meant both instruc�ons quite literally. Focus 
your a�en�on; use your qi, direc�ng the proper 
flow of Life Force through your body. 
 
Here’s a very real image you may find useful. Watch 
a pat of bu�er melt, ideally by peering through the 
glass of a microwave oven. Pay par�cular a�en�on 

to that instant when the invisible rays cause the 
bu�er to slump. That is what it feels like when you 
send a mental command to a muscle and the muscle 
fiber bundles relax. 
 
You can become quite proficient at direc�ng and 
sensing and celebra�ng this “mel�ng.” Asthma�cs 
learn to direct their a�en�on to relaxing the upper 
pharynx before a full-fledged bronchospasm gets 
under way. Unfortunately the troublesome reac�on 
usually begins long before the person is consciously 
aware of it. Medita�ng to relax not only helps 
counteract the spasm; it is also a way to learn to pay 
more a�en�on to the subtle signals, the cries for 
help that the body is sending out. When asthma�cs 
blow into their peak flow meter to check the lungs’ 
volume, they have an opportunity for a sort of 
biofeedback. “Dear mind/body, when it feels like 
this, even below my conscious awareness, please 
turn on the muscle-mel�ng mechanism.”   
 
B������ ��� ����� ��� �������.  R����.
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2/2  SMILE
 
The muscles that crinkle the corners of your eyes in 
a smile are controlled by nerves that are involuntary, 
automa�c, pathways. You cannot will your eyes to 
smile the way you can instruct your lips to put on a 
smile. If you study photographs of smiling people 
you can probably tell whether you are looking 
at a picture of a good actor or model, or seeing a 
spontaneous, genuine smile.
 
Vietnamese Zen Master and peace ac�vist Thich 
Nhat Hanh instructs meditators to tuck the corners of 
their mouth up into a slight smile. Try it as you se�le 
in to calming breath-watching. Feel the difference? 
The facial nerves seem to play an important role in 
our emo�onal states. As we observed, you seem to 
be able to enter the net at many points.
 
You may wish to collect photos of real smiles, or 
collect any images that trigger a real smile in you. 
A smile seems to be an effec�ve signal. That lovely 
emo�onal state accompanying a good-�me-smile is 
most useful. Feel it throughout your body.

 
No�ng the pleasant result and then saying “Thank 
you” to your marvelous mysterious inner self 
is not unlike giving a dog biscuit to that good 
dog. In obedience classes these days it is o�en 
recommended that you use a cheery voice instead 
of an actual biscuit. Instead of a pat on the head, 
you may be encouraged to rub the dog’s chest. 
Head? Heart? Mind? Body? 
 
Breathe in. Breathe out. It’s the paired couplet, the 
yin and the yang, that create—and sustain—life.
 
T��� ��� ������� �� ���� ����� ���� � ������ 
�����. B������ ��. B������ ���. 

N��� ��� �������� �������. T���’� � ���� ����. 

B������ ��, ������� ���. 
 
Where in your body do you feel the smile? 
All over? 
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2/3  S������

Un�l it malfunc�ons, most of us are unaware of 
our ves�bular system, the balance mechanism 
centered in our inner ears. Day and night this subtle 
and sophis�cated system responds to gravity, 
telling us where “down” and “up” are. We have 
a propriocep�ve system of sensors deep in our 
muscles, tendons and joints that reports in to tell 
us where in space our body parts are. Our inner 
gyroscope usually keeps such torments as dizziness, 
seasickness, and nausea at bay. 
 
Various Eastern medita�on tradi�ons suggest that we 
sit with our spines held easily erect. Sway from side 
to side, to the back, to the front, in ever decreasing 
arcs, and then se�le in, they recommend. Clearly 
this gives our propriocep�ve and ves�bular systems 
a wealth of data to work with. When our balance is 
assured, we need not be so edgily alert. We need 
not constantly telegraph our myriad muscles to 
tweak our pile of bones into be�er alignment. We 
can relax and shi� our a�en�on inward. Taoists call 
it stacking up a pile of gold coins, a good image for 

a�ending to our spinal column and moving on to 
more valuable aspects. 
 
An asana is a posture. In almost all systems of 
medita�on by means of assuming a posi�on—all 
the various kinds of yogas—the adept is to focus 
and perform the ac�on without stressing the body. 
This command applies even for the simple (!) act of 
si�ng itself. 

You may choose to sit cross-legged, forming a wide 
and secure base for the tripod, the triangle, the 
peaked sacred mountain in miniature that your 
geometry describes. Buddhists call that crossed leg 
posture the lotus, a�er the lovely flower that rises 
pure from the muck. You have probably heard of full-
lotus or half-lotus postures, and you may encounter 
some quite contorted varia�ons—but si�ng is not 
a contest. The Zen si�er is usually supplied with a 
cushion to place under the tail bone to �lt the pelvis 
slightly forward, a very secure feeling. Taoists use 
a lap blanket. That effec�vely ends any thought of 

showing off to others how you sit. Our society 
uses chairs.

B����� ��� ������ ��, ��� ������ ��� ����, 
��� ���� ������� ���� ����� �� � ����� �� 
���� �����.

If that seems a li�le s�ff, picture a suspended 
string of pearls. Whichever image you choose, 
there you are, si�ng securely on a treasure. 
Perhaps you are a pyramid on the pharaoh’s 
treasure. Sense yourself able to sit with no 
effort expended in maintaining your balance. 

J��� ���. J��� �������.
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2/4  M�����
 
The Sanskrit word mudra means gesture. In ar�s�c 
renderings of Christ, Buddha, or many of the Hindu 
dei�es we recognize the gesture of blessing. We 
can learn to decode other specific sacred meanings 
from the way hands are held. 
 
Interes�ngly, biologists tell us that the soles of our 
feet, the palms of our hands, and  especially our 
finger�ps—these li�le parts of our body are most 
generously represented by corresponding areas in 
our brain, as if they are major con�nents on the 
globe, the map, of the cortex. When you se�le in 
to meditate, you may find yourself wan�ng to know 
what to do with those busy hands and feet. 
 
Grow roots, grounding yourself to the energy of the 
Earth, advise the Taoists. The energy of the heavens, 
they say, comes down to you through the crown 
of your head or the palms of your hands. Many 
tradi�ons raise the hands or hold out the palms—
perhaps res�ng on the thighs—to receive. You may 
be asked to touch your thumb �ps together, as if 
closing a loop of energy. Hindu yogis form an oval 
by touching thumb to forefinger. You may put a 

loose fist in the palm of the other hand. 
 
If one hand holds the other, or one finger is held by 
the fingers of the other hand, can you say which is 
doing the holding and which is being held?  You may 
find you cannot tell a�er you have been medita�ng 
for a while. See if you can alternate roles by shi�ing 
the focus of your a�en�on. 

B������ ��, ����� ����� ���� �������. B������ 
���. T���� ����. 
 
Without looking, you may not be able to recall what 
clothes are touching your skin. You may have to 
confess you really do not feel clothes, although you 
are probably pre�y certain that you are wearing 
some. Similarly, you may shi� your awareness from 
yourself doing the breathing to an  abstract sense of 
the breathing doing you.  Shi� your a�en�on from 
the touch of one or another of your hands, from the 
sense of your body, or even from your sense of your 
individual self. Welcome to the whole world! Now 
you know why they call medita�ve breathing “the 
gateless gate.”
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2/5  S�� M�����
 
You read out loud: your lips move and you make a 
sound. You read to yourself: you no longer make an 
audible sound and your lips scarcely move. A mantra, 
a special word, is like that. You may chant it aloud, 
barely whispering it to yourself. Or you may say it 
to yourself totally inside your mind.  Your mantra 
may be a holy name, a short devo�onal prayer, 
or some word or phrase with special meaning for 
you. Whichever most accurately describes the 
mantra you use in medita�on, your mantra should 
be a word or phrase with a personally appealing 
emo�onal envelope.
 
It seems that our brains file items according to their 
emo�onal charge. That’s why we remember that 
this �me we put the car keys in a very good place, 
even though we may fail to remember just where 
that good place is. It was so good, if only we could 
remember what it was. You want your mantra to be 
an effec�ve key to your interior space. You want to 
be able to call on its protec�on in a �me of stress, 
a moment of duress.  So choose it carefully and 

plan to stay with your choice. (And prac�ce with it 
o�en.)

In the 60s and 70s, many people were happy to 
follow the lead of the Beatles and pay Maharishi 
Mahesh Yogi for their own personal and secret 
mantra, ini�a�on, and a series of lessons in what 
the yogi called Transcendental Medita�on, or TM. 
You don’t need someone else to give you a mantra, 
but it does need to be well-wrapped in emo�onal 
relevance for you. Your own personal history will 
determine what really works for you—as personal 
as your fingerprints, the pa�ern of teeth cut on 
your house key or, perhaps even more accurately 
described, the code on a keycard.
 
You do not need to use any mantra at all, but you do 
need to breathe.

D� ��� � ������ ��� ��� �� �� ���� ���. 

 

B������ ��. S�����. 
B������ ���.

B����� ��. L��� J���� C�����, ���� 
����� �� ��. 
B������ ���.

B������ ��. O� M��� P���� H��. 
B������ ���.

B������ ��. L�’ ������ ��’A�����. 
B������ ���.

B������ ��. N��� ����� �����. 
B������ ���. 

B������ ��. P����. 
B������ ���.

B������ ��. H�����. 
B������ ���.

A��, ���.  
A��, ���… 
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2/6  T�� W���� B���
 
You se�le and a�end to your breathing. Your 
bladder is empty. Your stomach is not telling you 
it is stuffed or starving. You may have recently 
enjoyed a “cuppa,” but you are not feeling wired 
on caffeine. All in all your body feels quite mellow. 
Send congratula�ons and then zoom in for a more 
detailed scan. This �me, instead of expanding your 
awareness in a diffuse manner, direct your a�en�on 
systema�cally to one body part a�er another.
 
Clench your fist �ghtly for a few seconds. Release. 
Feel how thorough the relaxing seems. That is the 
feeling you wish to achieve for your whole body. 
Reminds you of the mel�ng bu�er pat, doesn’t 
it? Start at the far edge of you—your feet. You 
may choose to think of body zones: below knees, 
above knees, lower trunk, above the waist, etc. or 
you may choose to be very specific: right foot toes, 
ankle, calf, the abdomen, the chest, the heart, etc. 
Say to yourself something like “breathe and melt.” 
Systema�cally inventory the whole body for any 
tensions.

As you move up your body, up the spine, pay 

par�cular a�en�on to the shoulder area and back 
of the neck. A�er you have done each arm, send 
your a�en�on up the back of the head, across the 
top, over the crown. Breathe and relax the scalp. 
Then visit your facial muscles. You are especially 
likely to carry tension around your cheeks, the jaw 
and its hinge. Give yourself the �me to carry out a 
full body scan. 

B������ ��� ����� ������� ����� ������� �� ���. 
E���� ������������ ���� ����� ���� ��������� ��� 
�� ������� �������. 
 
You might think of this process as a mental massage. 
You might learn to give yourself an actual massage. 
You might want to prac�ce focusing your full, 
mel�ng, a�en�on on your muscles as someone 
else gives you a massage. You might encourage 
your mind and body to work together in the most 
in�mately connected manner possible. This too is 
medita�on.
 
If you have a willing partner, stand or sit together 
back to back. Close your eyes. Take the �me to get 

your breathing fairly synchronous. Then one of you 
gently begins to sway. The other follows, so that 
contact between your backs is not lost. No�ce how 
subtle the cues are when one or the other takes 

the “lead.” This is somewhat like ballroom dancing. 
There is a set, expected pa�ern, but individual 
movement. Yin/yang medita�on.  
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2/7  M����� �� M���������
 
You readily recognize the mind/body connec�on 
when you walk a labyrinth in a contempla�ve 
mood. You may label that experience as sa�sfyingly 
spiritual. Ask any cra�sman, any kni�er, any 
drummer, or even someone scrubbing a large wall 
or sanding a wooden bowl. They will tell you that 
simple repe��ve mo�ons can be most soothingly 
enthralling. Try holding your hands together at 
heart height in the posi�on of the famous praying 
hands picture by Albrecht Dűrer. Buddhists call it 
the lotus bud posi�on. The flower opens and turns 
naturally toward the higher power of the sun. Slowly 
and medita�vely open your hands, maintaining the 
contact between your li�le fingers and also the 
paired edges of your palms. 

O��� ��� �� ������� �� ��� ������� ��. B������ 
��� ��� ������ ����� ���� ������ ����� �� ����� 
�����. R����� ��� ������� ��� �������.  
 
So-called whirling dervishes circle ecsta�cally 
with their arms outstretched, one palm upward to 
receive blessing from Allah, the other palm rota�ng 
down to transfer the blessing to earth. Zen monks 

represent the other end of the spectrum with their 
walking medita�on prac�ce known as kinhin.  They 
walk in a slow and fluid step, focusing with exquisite 
mindfulness as the weight nearly impercep�bly 
transfers from one foot to the other. 
 
A�er you have done your ten minutes si�ng and 
breathing, you may wish to try kinhin for yourself. 
Grasp your le� thumb in your right hand. Your le� 
hand covers the right fist, and you hold your folded 
hands lightly over your heart. So�en the focus of 
your gaze and step slowly, about half a pace. Take 
a step a�er each full breath. A hallway with no 
obstruc�ons would be a good place, but a large 
room or smooth outdoor path would serve. 

Fi�een minutes or so of this absorbing pacing back 
and forth should put you back in condi�on for 
another round of zazen, si�ng medita�on. By now 
you probably find si�ng for ten minutes is becoming 
comfortable for you. You will perhaps find yourself 
coming to prefer sessions of twenty minutes or a 
half an hour. (The monkey mind s�ll jumps around, 
but you have come to ignore the an�cs.) Most 

prac�ced meditators find it quite easy to sit for an 
hour. Longer than that, your body registers bona 
fide complaints. Get up and give yourself a period 
of ac�vity. This is medita�on, not a contest. 

A Chinese Taoist master says that si�ng longer than 
an hour is bragging…
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WEEK 3   WORKING WITH YOUR SENSES � VISION  

SETTLING AND FOLLOWING THE BREATH, that is 
how each and every daily prac�ce session begins. 
At first you count the breaths so you are less 
tempted to work on the grocery list. Over and 
over you count to ten, and eventually you decide 
the assignment is not boring but remarkably 
challenging. By now you recognize that each week 
centers around a theme. Each day’s short write-up 
gives you several things to think about. At the end 
there are quite specific things to do for that day’s 
challenge. The other items that are presented here 
or suggested for that day are things you might do 
at another session later in the day, things you could 
do for a fragment of �me. Op�onal assignments, 
extra credit, enriching no�ons, experiments. 

What works for you will be what fits you personally. 
We seem to develop our own individual “emo�onal 
envelop” as we go through life. As a result of our 
experiences, we come to react differently to the 
various s�muli we encounter. Your personal history 
will shape your response to these exercises. Regard 
them as digest versions, CliffsNotes, from the world 
library of medita�on prac�ces. Repe��on will 

show you which ones will appeal most to you and 
therefore will be most effec�ve for you. Do give 
each of these samples a try. 

But always keep in mind that the basic prac�ce 
is ten minutes. Non-nego�able. Since a thought 
takes only a frac�on of a millisecond—less than 
half a second!—there is plenty of �me. 
 
Some ideas, such as using a mudra (gesture) or a 
mantra (special word), you will probably want to 
try for several days and then you may drop them 
from your prac�ce if you wish. Others, such as Thich 
Nhat Hanh’s sugges�on of tucking your mouth into 
a smile, or techniques of following the breath you 
will probably build in. You might regard a full body 
scan in much the same way you would set aside 
a special �me for a bubble bath or sleeping late. 
We are not sugges�ng these are an indulgence or 
a luxury: your body may tell you that you should be 
recognizing and responding to a need. 
 
We are saying you do not try to do everything you 
have read here all the �me, at every session. You 

.will probably be surprised at what a complete set 
you do use. Especially when one sequence does 
not seem to be working for you, you are likely to 
recall that there is something you are forge�ng to 
do. These lessons are compiled from the masters 
all around the world. They have been polishing 
them for thousands of years. No wonder they are 
so effec�ve!
 
A note to those of you who are doing this online 
or on screen: about now you are probably seeing 
the wisdom of prin�ng out the pages for reference 
and review. Whether you click back or leaf though 
paper pages, do go back and repeat. Each �me we 
go back and do the prac�ce again, it feels somewhat 
different. There is a difference. In the subsequent 
�mes you are more familiar with the elements of the 
prac�ce. Different ideas seem more meaningful at 
different �mes in your life. There is also a difference 
in you. You are being changed by the prac�ce of 
medita�ng.
 
The first week we considered the breath of life and 
ways our mind partners with breathing. Then we 

spent a week working with breathing as it partners 
with the muscles of our body. We have been looking 
inward. In this coming third week we will turn our 
a�en�on to considering how our body relates to 
the exterior world, how we work with our senses. 
Our eyes, ears, nose and touch receptors are the 
bearers of messages from the outside. The sensory 
s�mula�on messages and the interpreta�on 
of those messages combine to give us vision or 
hearing. Since the mechanisms for interpre�ng 
those external s�muli lie deep within our mind, we 
are once again working with our interior self. We 
are medita�ng.
 
We consider our sense of vision first because we 
humans are very visually oriented. We are, however, 
perhaps not used to the idea of visualizing, at least 
not literally. Do not be discouraged if you do not 
actually have the sensa�on of seeing these images 
at first. Just think them. No�ce what there is to be 
no�ced about the mental process. Visualizing is a 
skill that develops with prac�ce.
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3/1  T�� F����
 
Today we work with one of the oldest medita�ve 
images—the flame. Men and women have probably 
been staring at a flame for about as long as we have 
sheltered in caves before a warming and protec�ng 
campfire. Arrange a safe environment so you can 
sit about three feet away from a candle that rests 
slightly below eye level. Cut the wick fairly short 
so the candle burns cleanly. Light the candle. The 
luminous glow around the candle flame probably 
reminds you of a halo. Heat, light, sun, radiance, and 
holiness all suggest themselves. Chris�ans speak of 
the Christ-light. In Islam one polishes the lamp of 
Allah, and the Taoists turn the lantern around to 
shine its light inward. Note that not one of these 
ideas is en�rely or strictly narra�ve. You cannot 
draw an exact picture of any of them.
 
S���� ���� ��� �����. 

Some prac�ces hold the gaze so steadily and without 
blinking that the eyes tear. This is not necessary. 

Just look with so� focus. 

S����� ���� ��������� ��� ���� �������.
 
When you feel very familiar with the image, close 
your eyes. You should see an a�er-image, reversed, 
dark for light, like a photo nega�ve. This is the result 
of the chemistry of the pigments of your re�na. 
Eventually that image will fade. Can you then call to 
mind a purely mental image of the flame? 

Open your eyes for a quick refresher peek, and 
con�nue. When you are comfortable with this 
prac�ce, here is another varia�on. Sit facing a bright 
light source, only this �me keep your eyes closed. 
Do not imprint the shape of any external pa�ern on 
your eyes. Just sit and breathe. Now consider the 
inside of your eye lids as if you are watching a movie 
screen. What sort of image do you see? You “see,” or 
really just sense, some shi�ing pa�erns of light and 
dark. You probably perceive some shapes as warm 

colors—dark reds and purples perhaps, on 
a contras�ng background. You may not be 
able to decide whether the background 
shapes are turquoise blue or even clear 
yellow. Strangely, the shi�ing shapes do 
not suggest anything as narra�ve as ink 
blots. 
 
Some hospitals are now providing 
kaleidoscopes so pa�ents can use the 
shi�ing colors and shapes as a medita�on 
aid. Pa�ents quickly learn to use the 
beau�ful images effec�vely. Enjoying a 
kaleidoscope is great prac�ce for accep�ng 
that your mind does not always have to tell 
you a story.
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3/2  A����-����� – B������
 
Chemicals in the cells of the re�na on the back of 
your eye react to light. You know if you stare out a 
lighted window and then close your eyes, you s�ll 
see the image for a few seconds before it fades. Of 
course, the image has now reversed dark for light, 
like a photographic nega�ve.
 
Say you are experiencing balance challenges, either 
because of an illness, a medica�on you are taking, 
advancing Parkinson’s disease, injury, or just plain 
undefined issues of aging. (Have you consulted 
your physician? Have you been told about the very 
effec�ve Epley maneuver you can learn to do for 
yourself, reposi�oning all those li�le calcium bits in 
your inner ear so you don’t feel like you’re trapped 
in a snow globe? A quick search on YouTube will 
show you how, but you first need to ascertain that 
the symptom is not a warning of something that 
needs to medical a�en�on.)   

If you are working on your balance, you probably 
know that it is useful to look for ver�cals such as 

the corner of a wall, the edge of a door frame or a 
window to orient yourself. 

B����� ��. A���� ��� ���� ����� ��� ����� �� ���� 
������, ����� ���� ����. B����� ���. N����� ��� 
�����. 

You s�ll see the nega�ve of the ver�cals. Keep our 
eyes closed un�l the image fades. Now try merely 
thinking ver�cal, remembering what you have just 
seen. Amazingly, all three forms of the message—
the actual sight, the a�er-image, and the thought—
these all effec�vely tell you what is ver�cal, a great 
help in knowing where down is, something you 
really want to know. 
 
If you are medita�ng with another person, try having 
them sit by a bright window or a by a lamp. Watch 
them with your eyes in so� focus, and then let your 
lids close all the way a�er the image is fixed. There 
is the characteris�c head shape of your friend, the 
familiar hairline framing the face, their collar, etc. 

Now, as the re�nal a�er-image fades, 
can you conjure up your friend’s smiling 
face in your mind? If you are alone, use 
a vase of flowers or some other thing 
you like, something with a dis�nc�ve 
profile. No�ce especially when the 
re�nal pigments fade away. Then you 
can most easily call up the idea of what 
you just saw. More significantly perhaps, 
you can also assign no meaning at all to 
the formless dark and light in the movie 
screen of your mind.
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3/3  V���������� S���� – M������
 
Young Tibetan Buddhist monks are trained to look 
at an elaborate painted cloth called a thanka. They 
become so familiar with the image of the par�cular 
form of Buddha depicted there that they can 
successfully recreate the picture mentally, as if it 
were some two feet out from the end of their nose! 
Well, you will probably not manage that in the 
course of these lessons, but it does give you a clue 
about visualiza�ons. Start with a picture.
 
A mandala is such a picture. Usually a circle, perhaps 
within a square, a mandala commonly stands for 
a version of the cosmos as well as an individual 
meditator’s spiritual journey. The mandalas we 
know from India, Tibet and Southeast Asia are 
o�en read simultaneously as a two-dimensional 
blueprint for a stupa, a structure or building that 
houses sacred relics. Like Na�ve American sand 
pain�ngs, mandalas can be painstakingly created 
from colored grains of sand. They may be swept 
away as soon as the devo�onal journey that they 
map has been completed. 

Why not try making your own version of a mandala? 

Draw around a tea cup or a quarter or fi�y cent 
piece. Place a dot in the middle of this circle. 

S����� ���� ���������. S����� ���� �����, ��� 
����������� �� ��� ��� �� ��� ������ �� ���� 
���������. T��� ����� ��� ���� �� ����� ������, 
��� �������� �� ���� ���� ��� ������ ����� �� 
��� ������.

Circle, the line that has no beginning, no end. 
Zen masters regard the ensō circle as a symbol of 
enlightenment, of the universe itself. Draw a triangle, 
and repeat the process, sending your focused gaze 
climbing up one side of this sacred mountain on 
every inhale, and sliding down with every exhale. 

Finally draw a square. This feels like a very man-made 
construct, does it not? Rarely in nature do you find 
a perfect square. When man erects walls, he o�en 
uses the square and orients to the four points of the 
compass, north, east, south, and west. Breathe and 
visualize your drawing. Send your a�en�on to each 
compass point in turn with each breath.
 

Pain�ng with black ink and a brush is called sumi-e. 
It is a tradi�onal Zen medita�ve art. The stroke that 
forms an ensō or the beau�ful le�ering of calligraphy 

or the familiar leaf or flower is very revealing of the 
ar�st’s state of mind. You might wish to try this 
art. 
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3/4  Visualizing White Light
 
When you snuff a candle, take a second to observe 
the curl of smoke that rises from the ex�nguished 
wick. A very ancient and useful image is to think of 
the ills of your body burnt to ashes by healing white 
light, with a dark curl of smoke leaving you with 
every exhala�on. Some�me when you are using 
a bright flashlight, you might also want to hold it 
behind your fingers or hand to remind yourself of 
the image of light focused on a part of you, the 
warm red glow of living flesh backlit by healing 
white light.
 
Surely you have heard of the invisible army of disease 
fighters in your body. We have cells that gobble up 
viruses, cells that mop up invading bacteria, cells 
that we picture as engulfing even cancer cells. We 
hear of white blood cells, lymphocytes, an�bodies, 
and an�gens, but we now add to the list a cast right 
out of Star Wars: an�gen presen�ng cells, helper 
T cells, killer T cells, macrophages, etc. The bad 
guys get unmasked and disarmed. We also read of 
laser beams so focused that they can be used to do 
microsurgery. Energy, rays, and waves are all now 
part of our vocabulary of medical armament. You 

can enlist all these light sabers in your ba�le for 
healing, or you can use the more benign images 
of energy and vibra�on to produce balance and 
healing. White light.
 
Se�le and breathe. Gently focus healing warmth 
and light on cells where it hurts. Or close your eyes 
and direct your a�en�on to the center of your 
forehead. As the muscles around your eyes relax, 
you will feel your interior gaze center and look 
upward to the spot depicted as a third eye. Think of 
taking in energy through this third eye, or through 
the crown of your head. Breathe the energy down 
into your abdomen and let the healing light image 
spiral and diffuse from there. Cell by cell, body part 
by body part, fill your whole self with healing light 
as if you are a glass vase, a light bulb turning on 
with a rheostat or dimmer switch. Fill yourself like a 
jar of fireflies, or with a golden ball of qi circula�ng 
through the channels of your body.
 
B������ �� ��� �����. B������ �� ���� ��� �������� 
������� �� ���� ����. S����. S���� ��� ����� ��� 
����.  B������ ���. E����� ��� ��� ������. 

Will any of this replace a good vaccine? No. Might 
you enhance the func�oning of your body’s natural 
defenses? Yes. Say it’s winter and you’re feeling 
depressed. You have turned on all the lights or you 
are si�ng by a light box to counter the effects of 

SAD, Seasonal Affec�ve Disorder. Why not use the 
White Light medita�on you just learned to reinforce 
the effect of light? You don’t have to know why it 
works; just use it. Turn it on.
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3/5  V���������� ��� T����� G���� C���������� 
                          ��� ����������
 
For many of us, being out in nature is healing. In 
China, before Chris�anity, before Buddhism, the 
ancient sages felt that the Tao, the Way, was the 
way nature was, the grain in the wood, the ripples 
in the water, night following day, the sun and moon 
and stars in their celes�al rounds. They pictured 
the Grand Circula�on of the Heavens when they 
meditated.
 
Sit quietly, as if you were the scholarly old gentleman 
pictured in so many serene Chinese landscape scroll 
pain�ngs. There amidst the forested mountains, 
waterfalls, and mists, you begin by following the 
breath. Picture the celes�al energy flowing into 
you through your nostrils. Take the energy down 
into your lungs, and beyond, to the reservoir of 
energy just below your navel. Then con�nue down 
to the region of your genitals. Isn’t it only natural to 
consider this region? Carry on back across the floor 
of your body—what anatomists call the perineum. 
Then picture the energy entering the �p of your 

spine. Con�nue to follow this most important 
energy channel up to the base of your skull.
 
Now comes one of the most wonderfully effec�ve 
images in all of medita�on. Carry the energy up the 
back of your skull, flow it over the scalp, across the 
crown of your head, and let it cascade down across 
your forehead. A fall of sparkles like the Fourth of 
July fireworks? Like gli�ering snowflakes si�ing 
from spruce branches?  Like water foaming from a 
turning waterwheel? Like bathing in star light? No 
wonder this is called Grand Heavenly Circula�on. As 
the sun sets and the moon rises, so energy circulates 
in our bodies, according to the Taoist sages. As the 
stars wheel around the Pole Star, so the brain, our 
mind, is conceived of as the pivot around which our 
physical well-being revolves.
 
B������ ��, ���� ���� �����. B����� ���, �� 
���� ����, ��������� ���� ���� �����, ��� �����. 
D����’� ���� ���� �����!
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3/6  V���������� ���� S������ I�����
 
Let’s get to our island by means of the li�le boat 
we’ve spoken of before. A�er cas�ng off, you row 
for ten strokes. Breathe and count, One, two, three, 
four, five, six, seven, eight, nine, ten. You glide ashore. 
Take all your senses with you. No�ce the rosy glow 
of warming sunshine on the waves. Hear the gentle 
waves pouring out on the sand. Tradi�onally, as you 
reach inner quiet, you realize that the waters calm. 
A small cra� can carry you tranquilly over oceans 
of turbulence. When you quiet the ocean of your 
mind, no�ce that s�ll water allows you to see into 
the depths with great clarity. The muddy waters of 
trouble have sunk out of sight to the bo�om of the 
sea. 

(Do you have an actual silken coverlet you can use 
for this rou�ne? Any light sheet or blanket will do 
as you will learn in the session on working with the 
sense of touch on your skin. But why wait? This is 
as good a �me as any to recall the comfort of a 
“blanky.” No, you cannot just picture Linus and his 
blanket coming aboard this imaginary vessel you 

are crea�ng. No distrac�ons, please. This is a solo 
trip.)
 
Create a sanctuary, a safe place, known to all your 
senses. Take �me to hear the waves, the birds, the 
rustling tree tops. When you are ready, go to the 
center of the island. In this secret and safe place, 
you find a clearing, a beau�ful meadow with grasses 
swaying in the sunshine, blooming trees, and 
carpets of fragrant flowers. Gradually the flowers 
become a garden with songbirds and a rich harvest 
of fruits and berries. You see an invi�ng co�age, 
or a castle, or your home as it is, or as you wish it 
were. Enter, and furnish a welcoming room to your 
complete delight. Set a table with your favorite 
foods. A�end to every detail of candles, goblets, 
cutlery, flower arrangements, and picture even any 
invited guests, animal or human, from your present, 
past or fantasy. In this company, fed and warm and 
safe, your body reaches its full poten�al of health. 
Appreciate it, and give appropriate thanks.   
 

When you have savored the experience, make 
your prepara�ons to go back, for now, to your 
ordinary life. A talisman is an object with magic 
powers. Like a lucky stone. If you have one, 
you might visualize it now; if not you may wish 
to acquire a smooth stone or a piece of beach 
glass or a lucky coin, some small thing that you 
carry in your pocket so you can grasp it, hold it, 
when you want it, need it. In this island trip, if 
there is any solu�on or resolu�on you wish to 
take back with you to the working world, pack 
that up like a talisman, and picture tucking it 
into your pocket right above your heart.  

Go back outside to the garden. Leave the 
flowery glade; go back through the privacy 
of the shadows of the forest, back out to the 
so� beach, back to the sturdy li�le boat, and 
push off to cross the water to the shore of your 
present day. Tie up the boat to the dock where 
it will wait �ll next �me. Count five steps along 
the dock. Five, four, three, two, one. Open 

your eyes. Feel the sweetness of your pleasant trip 
mel�ng throughout your body. Stretch gently.
 
U���� ���� ��������� �� � �����, ����� ��� ��� 
������ �������. U�� ��� ���� ������. 

C���� ���� ���� ��� ���� ��� ����. P������� ������ 
���� �� ���� ��� ��� �� ���� ���� ������ ���� 
��� ���� ��.
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3/7  Visualizing the Rainbow
 
Pass ordinary white light through the clear crystal of 
a prism. You see that in reality white light is made of 
all the colors of the rainbow, an ancient metaphor 
for the invisible producing all existence. Picturing 
the lovely full spectrum of colors seems to be a 
form of visualiza�on that we can do comfortably 
right from childhood. Following a rainbow, climbing 
a rainbow, even riding a rainbow—all seem quite 
easy feats of imagina�on.
 
Se�le yourself comfortably, as if you are cushioned 
by pillows of white clouds. As you gently follow your 
breathing, you no�ce that small thought clouds 
float away to the horizon with every breath. What 
once were storm clouds gathered in dark and rainy 
heaps now dissipate, leaving the air fresh and clean. 
You are le� with Big Sky Mind. As the sun gilds the 
edges of the clouds, you spy a rainbow. 

B������ ��. ��� ��� �� ������ ����� ���� ����. 
B������ ���. F����� ���� ��� ������� ��� ��� 
������ �� ��� �������.

Sense the sweet rosy red, the warm orange, the 
clear yellow. Follow on to the so�, healthy glow 
of green. Then pure and radiant blue, and finally, 
delicate violet, perhaps the most mysterious of 
hues.
 
When you are feeling ready for more challenge, try 
the Hindu image of whirling pinwheels of color energy 
at various levels of the body. Begin at the base of 
the spine with red, and progress up to the abdomen 
in orange. Picture yellow energy at the navel, green 
at the heart, blue at the throat, and violet between 
the eyebrows. This may seem daun�ng, but would 
be regarded as an almost laughable simplifica�on 
to one who has studied, prac�ced, and understood 
the sacred sounds, Sanskrit le�er images, and 
many-petaled lotus blossom forms appropriate to 
each level of this Kundalini energy medita�on. So 
much to explore! 
 
 

WEEK 4   WORKING WITH YOUR SENSES � 
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HEARING
 
YOU HEAR YOUR OWN THOUGHTS on that interior 
sound track. You have conversa�ons with yourself, 
incessantly. Or so it some�mes seems when you try 
to achieve mental quiet in medita�ng. Composers 
may be delighted to hear music in their heads that 
they then share with us. Choral directors wish all their 
singers would remember to listen first to the pitch in 
their mind before those singers open their mouth. 
In case you are s�ll not convinced you actually hear 
sounds in your head, haven’t you had a tune pop itself 
mysteriously into your head and prac�cally drive you 
out of your own mind? 

Just as seeing wasn’t really grounds for believing, 
apparently hearing is not, either. If two different 
tones are sounded out there in the world exterior 
to us, and they are separated by very short �me 
intervals, an interes�ng thing happens. Our brain 
will mix the two tones and interpret the two pitches 
as one. We will “hear” a single tone of made-
up pitch somewhere between the two actually 
presented to us.
 

We have seen that our vision is a product of both the 
light-sensi�ve receptor cells in our eyes and also of 
the processing in the brain cells and networks that 
interpret these signals. So, too, it is with hearing. 
It is that component in the mind that we learn to 
work with in medita�on. 
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4/1  T�� S������ ������ Y��
 
When good radio reporters interview someone, 
they record a minute of the sound of the room 
with no one speaking. This “neutral” recording is 
then used to splice in wherever a pause is desired. 
Radio listeners somehow register in their minds the 
difference between authen�c silence that belongs 
in the room, and the ar�ficial silence that a segment 
of blank tape or studio-recorded silence or digital 
“nothing” would signal. 
 
We know that bats send high-frequency squeaking 
sounds out into space and judge the resul�ng 
rebounds as echoloca�on. Thus they perform 
amazing feats of loca�ng prey and sensing obstacles. 
We do not hear most of their sounds, but evidently 
our ears can, like the bats, judge the �me it takes 
sound to travel in the room and bounce off the 
walls. We can unconsciously sense from a recording 
what size room was being used. We feel subtly 
tricked, misled, if the various sound segments do 
not match.
 

We can use that human version of echoloca�on 
to reinforce our choice of a favorite spot for our 
medita�on prac�ce. We can choose a small, 
familiar room for medita�ng: our bedroom, a hall 
way or even our bathroom, as was suggested by 
an ayurvedic doctor from India. In his country it is 
common to curtain off a corner of even the humblest, 
most crowded living quarters for a medita�on and 
devo�onal space.
 
S� �� �� ���� ������ �����. S����� �� �� ��������. 
B������, ��� ������ �� ��� ����� �� ���� �������, 
��� ������ ����� �� ���� �����.
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4/2  A�� ��� W�� I� – M�������� M�������
 
A�er having become proficient at visualizing a 
candle, the yoga adept is then asked to internalize 
that flame. Having reached inner silence, the adept 
senses the flame as standing mo�onless, disturbed 
by no dra�s, no perturba�ons. The personal light 
of the mind merges with the light of the divine. All 
sound dies away as atman merges with Brahman, 
the self with the Universal.
 
Anciently, yoga systems were described by core 
principles, breathing, service, mantra, etc. There 
are yoga prac�ces of working with inner sound. 
The meditator follows explicit instruc�ons for this 
inner trip. A�er midnight when the world is quiet, 
sit quietly, eyes closed, gaze fixed in the region of 
the navel. (You’ve been wai�ng to encounter that 
in these medita�on prac�ces, haven’t you? We 
are now in a different world, aren’t we?) Further 
instruc�ons suggest that one direct the listening 
a�en�on to the right ear only. That may be a bit 
beyond most of us, but the general instruc�ons are 
both an intriguing sequence and poe�cally lovely 
images. Hear in your mind the ocean, the rumbling 
of storm clouds, a throbbing drum, a waterfall, a 

small hand drum, a large bell, a sonorous musical 
instrument, and finally hear the sound dwindling 
to the fading resonance of a whispering flute, the 
s�lling of a plucked string, the hum of a bee, the 
insect depar�ng. S�ll more wonderfully, the adept 
senses an inner sound never heard before and 
merges mind with the “unstruck” sound. 
 
Conversa�ons about medita�on are o�en 
metaphoric. That means they are likely to be 
misunderstood, misinterpreted, especially when 
they come from a foreign languages and religious 
system. Perhaps that is part of why medita�on 
instruc�ons have so o�en been kept secret. A long-
standing personal student-teacher rela�onship has 
obvious advantages. You, however, are on your 
own. You do have the advantages of print, online 
technology, and a remarkably united world. Se�le 
yourself in a quiet place.
 
H��� �� ���� ���� ��� �������� �� ��������� 
������, ���� ��� �����’� ���� �� ��� ��������� 
���’� ���. S�� �� ��� ����� �� ������������ ����� 
�� ����� �������� ����� ��� �� ������� ��������. 
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4/3  R����� 
 
Besides melody and harmony, we are acutely aware 
of rhythmic pa�erns, �me intervals between sounds. 
Perhaps da�ng to our �me in our mother’s womb, 
hearing her heart beat, we seem programmed to 
that par�cular lub-dub, lub-dub, of the bea�ng 
heart.
 
We feel chan�ng in the drum that is our own upper 
body. In the Far East, a line of chan�ng monks, 
pacing or si�ng, is apt to accentuate the rhythm 
of chan�ng by bea�ng on a hollow wooden fish-
shaped sounding block or drum.
 
The fish, by the way, is a popular symbol for 
medita�ng. The fish never closes its eyes, having no 
eyelid. The fish o�en hangs mo�onless in the water, 
but can never be accused of falling asleep instead of 
medita�ng. Is the fish conscious of the water? Are 
we one with our surroundings? 
 
But back to repe��ous rhythmic sound pa�erns. It 
is very sa�sfying to follow the hypno�c metronome-

like beat of percussion on wood. It is also challenging 
to try being the one who beats out the rhythm. 
(If you get a chance to join a drumming circle, do 
not hesitate. The experience is entrancing, a most 
drama�c group medita�on.) Zen masters were said 
to be able to deduce much about the mental state 
of the student who tapped on the wooden sounding 
block for permission to enter for consulta�on. 
 
S����� ��� �������. F��� �������� � ������ ������ 
��� �������� ���� �����—�� ��� �������� 
�� ���� �������� ����, ���� ���� ��� ����� 
��������. T�� ���� ��� �������� �������� 
����������. 

See for yourself just how absorbing and challenging—
and revealing—this prac�ce is. 
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4/4  B����
 
Any musical sound with a long reverbera�on 
may feel remarkably pleasing—bells, gongs, glass 
harmonica, even a water-filled crystal goblet tapped 
with a spoon. Gregorian chant, especially if it was 
recorded inside a cathedral, may serve well to carry 
you to a serene and sacred place.

Riding on waves of sound, following the ripples 
of ever-diminishing echoes into the center of the 
target—there are several effec�ve ways to work 
with sound. The pitch does not change, but the 
sound decays gradually in that enclosed space with 
which you are now quite comfortable as a result of 
all your prac�cing. The small Tibetan cymbals called 
�ngscha are quite easy to acquire and most people 
consider their sound a sweet invita�on.
 
Audio recordings of Tibetan monks are, somewhat 
surprisingly, a far-and-away favorite of many western 
medita�on classes. Even though it is definitely not 
poli�cally correct in China, many medita�on groups 
in that country too especially prize the devo�onal 
recordings of Tibetan monks with their gongs and 
horns and drums and chan�ng. They produce quite 

amazing sounds, a single singer producing chord-
like sounds, amazing mul�phonic chan�ng. Tibetans 
are renowned for their sincerity and dedica�on to 
spiritual ma�ers in their everyday lives. They are 
also the ones who give us prayer bowls, the so-
called singing bowls said to be made from 7, 11, or 
even 13 metal alloys. Those small �ngscha cymbals 
are o�en used to begin medita�on sessions.
 
Around the world, cultures use the sound of bells as 
call to worship. Bells ring out from church towers, 
whole carillons of them in cathedrals, one or two 
sounding from a country church steeple. In both 
Roman Catholic and Eastern Orthodox services, 
bells signal events in the celebra�on of the mass. 
In a zendo, the Zen monks will similarly be given a 
signal by a bell, a gong, or even the reverbera�ons of 
a sounding stone. Experiment with any appropriate 
harmonically-rich and long-ringing sound, even if it 
is only a water glass. 

S��. B������ ��. B����� ���. 

R��� ��� ����� ����� ���� ���� �������� �����.
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4/5  H������ A��
 
Just as Big Sky Mind encourages the meditator to 
expand awareness to limitless blue emp�ness, so 
too you could sit, breathe, and listen to yor listening. 
Follow your awareness out from the sound of your 
own breathing, out to include the sounds of the 
world outside you. 

Include the �cking clock on the wall, the lawnmower 
next door, the truck moving away down the 
highway, the earth turning. Well, perhaps not quite, 
but at least give it a try. Ordinarily we tune out 
background noises as irrelevant. This keeps us from 
being overburdened with sound s�muli. Those new 
to having a hearing aid know how valuable this skill 
is. They may have lost it.  We call this ge�ng used to 
unnecessary sounds accommoda�on. When you lose 
hearing, your brain does not need to accommodate 
as much as it formerly did. No sounds; therefore no 
need for the effort at accommoda�ng. Before long, 
your brain gets lazy, or forgets how the screening 
was done. “Wear your new hearing aid every day, 
all day, for at least six weeks,” says the audiologist. 

Six weeks? Sound familiar? A ques�on of learning to 
focus? Ah, medita�ng. 
 
Look on dealing with your hearing aid and your 
hearing deficits as a mental game of tag. Se�le 
in to meditate in a place that has moderate noise 
levels. Chase the sound with your focus. You know, 
eavesdrop. This is not a joke; it’s focusing, not just 
producing a certain pa�ern of brain waves. Usually 
we choose to reduce outside s�muli, but we do not 
always have the choice. 
 
We would do well to learn to work with our minds 
under many circumstances. Medita�on is an ally, 
and not just for those who are learning to adjust 
to a new hearing aid. Consider how distrac�ng it 
may be when an annoying sound announces itself 
to your consciousness. You wish it would go away 
and leave you in peace. Did someone say peace? 
You know how to find that in your inner space. That 
brings us to the next lesson.
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4/6 T����� ���
 
Not surprisingly, the Japanese have quite 
enthusias�cally harnessed the high tech possibili�es 
of modern equipment to inves�gate what goes on 
in the mind of the person who meditates si�ng in 
Zen medita�on. Zazen. They wired up the shaved 
heads of Zen priests to confirm that a�er a minute 
of coun�ng the breath, the si�er’s brain produces 
well-developed slow waves. Then, a�er the si�er 
has se�led in for a half-hour session, they pay no 
a�en�on at all to a strange noise. However, let 
another Zen priest so�ly shuffle by—very out of order 
in a proper Zen si�ng—that is clearly registered. 
We guessed that from our own experience. We get 
awfully emo�onal about certain sounds, don’t we? 
 
Let one baby out of several sleeping in the next 
room let out a cry, and its mother alone of the group 
at the party will immediately react. You cannot fool 
that mother, and she will react quite strongly. We 
are very good at voice recogni�on. A�er the first 
word, we almost always know who it is on the 
telephone, even without caller-ID. 

If you are se�ling in to meditate and a dog starts 
barking outside, you may be tempted to register 
annoyance, especially if it is not your dog. You could, 
however, regard the sound as a signal that the world 
is going on about its business perfectly well without 
you. Breathe. You are free to take a few minutes to 
care for yourself. Some skilled meditators have even 
taught themselves to regard any exterior sound as 
being like the wall of a swimming pool—something 
helpful, something to use to push off to greater 
depths.
 
Anyone who owns a cat and has had the good 
fortune to serve as a pillow for a purring cat knows 
quite a bit about medita�ng. There is a famous black 
ink Zen pain�ng of a monk res�ng in medita�on 
with his arm propped up on a �ger. A �ger-sized 
purring?  What a testamony that is to the power 
of medita�ng. Meditators o�en find that their pet 
dogs and cats come running as soon as the animals 
sense their master is medita�ng. What a mystery.

B������ ��� ���� �� ��� ���������� ��� �����.
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4/7  T�������, ��� ������� �� ���� ���
 
There you are in the concert hall, enjoying the music. 
Then at the opposite side of the room someone 
unwraps a candy wrapper. The crackle-crackle 
sound drowns out the en�re orchestra for you. 
 
Suppose the noise happens to be inside your head. 
The ringing, odd buzzing, or hissing of �nnitus grows 
louder and louder. It can seem to drown out your 
very thoughts, certainly keep you distracted, and 
keep you from sleeping at night. 
 
You may find relief with devices that successfully 
mask or cancel sound waves. Sadly, you may find 
that modern medicine cannot help you. Here may 
be a perfect opportunity for seeing what you 
can do for yourself with medita�on. If you have 
a chronic condi�on, one for which you and your 
physician wonder if you might try less medica�on, 
or a situa�on for which the  medical outcome 
has not been sa�sfactory, medita�ng remains an 
opportunity for you. 
 
You may ask whether it is really possible to 
overcome interior noises, sounds, by shi�ing your 

a�en�on. Put a finger in your ear canal to block 
sounds coming in from the outside world. Hear all 
that interior noise? Amazing what you never no�ce, 
isn’t it?   Haven’t you ever said something perfectly 
clearly to someone else who was preoccupied? They 
do not hear you because they are so busy listening 
to the voice in their own head—un�l you get their 
a�en�on. Do you have �nnitus? Well, now that you 
men�on it…
 
S����� ���  �������.  ����� ���� ��� ������ ��. 

Maybe if you ever need it, you will have the skill 
to turn the volume down on �nnitus. Tinnitus may 
be brought on by medicines such as aspirin, or it 
may be a result of exposure to loud noises. Tinnitus 
is o�en a natural part of aging. As with learning 
to use a hearing aid, the sooner you tend to this, 
the be�er. Try not to allow the unsa�sfactory 
condi�on to repeat and perpetuate itself. You know 
not to dwell on the sound. Can you drown out the 
unwelcome sounds with your own interior chorus 
of a favorite tune? Then you might be stuck with 
that tune running through your head. Sigh.  
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WEEK 5   WORKING WITH ALL OF YOU
 
YOUR EYES AND YOUR EARS REPORT on the 
exterior world. These so-called “special senses” are 
obviously very localized, up in our head. There they 
are, your eyes and ears, s�cking right out there. 
Your nose is a bit of its own case, by which we mean 
it is wired somewhat differently, to the oldest and 
most primi�ve part of your brain.

There are currently some very interes�ng theories 
about what neurologists call the “brain’s best guess.” 
We are realizing how significant it may be that our 
sense reports are not as complete as we some�mes 
think they are. If you stop and think about it, you 
know that although we have a “blind spot” at the 
back of the eye where the op�c nerve is, we do not 
picture the world with dark donut holes. Our brain/
mind fills in the blank. Also, when we see a dog trot 
by a picket fence, we do not picture the animal in 
slices. We “intuit” the parts we do not actually see. 
Might we u�lize this in our medita�ons, especially if 
we have some problems with the reports we get—
or not longer ge�—from the outer world? Phantom 
limbs, anyone?

In my case, when my olfactory nerve was no longer 
sending in reports of smells, my brain’s best guess 
was awful. I was persecuted by truly diabolical 
phantom odors triggered at every inhala�on. 
At the �me, medical science did not know what 
to suggest. Pa�ents suffering such malaise not 
infrequently chose to commit suicide rather than 
endure. Fortunately for me, I was able to retrain my 
brain with medita�on. I s�ll can’t smell a thing, but 
I am not tormented. I think I taught my brain that 
it was okay; I could get along without any olfactory 
reports, thank you. 

Contrast these special reporters with the general 
senses, the systems that bring us touch, temperature, 
pressure, pain, and what is called propriocep�on, 
the sense of where your joints, muscles, and tendons 
are currently located in space. Their nerve endings 
are found all over us, inside and out.
 
Only the eyes and ears are clearly represented in that 
movie-of-the-mind. We usually do dream or recall 
a specific hue or pitch quite accurately; thank you, 

eyes and ears. However, we do not recall or dream 
tastes or odors in their vivid and exact expression. 
The nose doesn’t quite know? We do not accurately 
remember pain, only that we hurt. Likewise for the 
reports of our general senses. What we register 
in our brains is more like a voice-over, a narrator 
commen�ng, if you will, a difference so subtle that 
you may never have no�ced the dis�nc�on. 
 
These general sensory systems distributed 
throughout our bodies give us vague, intui�ve, 
generalized reports about our interior condi�ons. 
Inside or out, we are not good at es�ma�ng a sense 
of quan�ty for these sensa�ons. For example, 
how do you communicate how much you hurt? 
You may be asked to point to one of five cartoon 
faces registering degrees of pain. That’s at best a 
very rough es�mate. How hard or how gentle is the 
touch you feel? How hot or cold do you think you 
are? We can answer not much be�er than small, 
medium, or large.
 
How will we work with these in medita�ng? First off, 

we are becoming more prac�ced at no�cing. That 
moves us in the direc�on of being able to suggest 
to our mind/body systems that we could do with 
“more” or “less.” That’s a start. Thus we may learn 
to switch on or off some interior process, or at least 
dampen any overwhelming cascade of effects.
 
A first step is understanding that there is a 
metaphoric switch; then it has to occur to us that 
we can turn that switch on or off. We have the right 
to do that, the ability to learn to do that, and the 
responsibility to prac�ce, to cul�vate that ability on 
our own behalf. Most physicians are quite willing to 
call medicine both an art and a science. They say 
that in some instances pa�ents may contribute 
about half of healing. In medical schools doctors 
may or may not be trained how to go about teaching 
pa�ents to do the pa�ent’s share.
 
Modern medicine offers us some marvelous tools. 
Our mind/body also has enormous healing poten�al. 
How wonderful to be in a society that is increasingly 
exploring this poten�ally powerful partnership.
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5/1  T���� ��� S����
 
The nose knows. How good are you at no�cing? 
Have you ever no�ced that you only smell a scent 
on the inhale? A disease, a medica�on, an injury, or 
even aging can interfere with, diminish, our taste 
and smell. Our vision and hearing may be able to 
compensate to a degree. We can work with that 
fact. Chefs call it presenta�on: they capitalize on the 
arrangement and color of foods, using that special 
glass or plate to create an overall appeal.
 
Unlike the aromas of flavors, salt, sour, bi�er, and 
sweet are sensed by the taste buds on your tongue, 
in your mouth. You can use that fact to heighten 
your enjoyment of food. The trigeminal nerve, not 
the olfactory nerve, detects chili, curry, horseradish, 
and peppermint. Use these mouth tastes, or a dash 
of salt or lemon, a sprinkle of sugar. Take �me to 
chew well, breaking the food down into useful-sized 
molecules. Concentrate on savoring the sensory 
informa�on that you do have.  

The sound of the crunch of popcorn or celery inside 

your head can seem most charming. Most of us 
are certainly flooded with good memories when 
we smell the dis�nc�ve odor of popcorn. Oddly, 
the odor of onions cooking was well-known among 
housewives of the fi�ies as a trigger for elici�ng 
pleasurable an�cipa�on. If dinner is nowhere near 
ready, just fry up some onions and everybody will 
say, “Mmmm. Smells good. What’s for supper?” 
And wait happily. 
 
The odors of burning incense are powerful in 
religious observances. The curls of smoke carry 
our prayers heavenward, and in some cultures 
you meditate for the length of �me it takes for an 
incense s�ck to burn away. 

D� ��� ����� ��? B������ ���. N��? N����� ��� 
���� ������ ���� ����� ����� ��� ��� �����. 
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5/2  B�� S���
 
Your skin is actually your body’s single largest organ. 
It is well-endowed with various kinds of sensory 
receptors. You ought to be able to use that fact in 
medita�ng.
 
That may be a hidden reason why several cultures 
use prayer shawls. Try pu�ng a shawl or small 
blanket over your head and you create a portable 
and instant sanctuary. Irish seannachies, storytellers, 
used to perform epic feats of memory, spinning 
tradi�onal tales that might go on for two or three 
days in the telling. To get ready, these old women 
would retreat to a corner of the co�age, put a shawl 
over their head, and…you know what comes next in 
this story. They were medita�ng.
 
To fix in your memory just how major a force skin 
cues can be, try this experiment. Lightly rub the 
fingers of your right hand across the fingers and 
palm of your le� hand. Suddenly you become 
amazingly aware of your le� hand. What a focusing 
device! When Chinese do the moving medita�on of 
Tai Chi or Qigong, they begin by vigorously rubbing 

the hands together “to ac�vate the qi.” In Qigong 
self-massage, you use your finger�ps to gently 
s�mulate the scalp, rub around the eyes, the nose, 
the forehead, and the ears. 
 
Try rubbing your finger�ps lightly across the skin 
of your forearm for a comfor�ng, self-soothing 
gesture. The Japanese have worked with healing 
touch in a system called Reiki, which can be done 
on oneself or to another. The a�uned and ini�ated 
prac��oner slowly moves the palms of the hands to 
rest gently on or near the body in a series of various 
comfor�ng pa�erns.
 
You may combine several very powerful soothing 
cues by brewing yourself an infusion of equal parts 
of lavender, bay leaf, and cloves. Pour this mixture, 
strained, into a tub of hot bath water. Reinforce 
this with an appropriately “no�cing” medita�on. 
Especially sense the “bu�er pat melt” on your 
muscles. No�ce the surface of the water respond 
to your breathing. 

If you haven’t got a tub, but 
just a shower, perhaps you can 
put a lawn chair or stool in the 
shower and simply fill a dishpan 
with the warm water and put 
your feet in to soak. You will be 
amazed at how effec�ve that 
mini-tub is. For those of you 
with balance issues, you may 
find the stool-and-tub system 
allows you to avoid the hazards 
brought on by soap and water 
in your eyes when you stand 
in the shower. Have a seat and 
enjoy a good soak! 

Sense the en�re envelope of 
your skin. Ahhh.
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5/3  I���� T�����
 
In China they par�cularly venerate the slow-moving 
turtle or tortoise as a symbol of longevity. Old 
Tortoise is the name they give to an interes�ng 
si�ng medita�on which no doubt has significance 
for both your balance and your diges�on. 

Sit comfortably with your eyes closed. Cross your 
hands over your navel. Breathe in. Lean forward 
and stretch out your neck, just like a curious turtle, 
breathing out. Relax. Gently rock back upright. 
Breathe in. Con�nue to rock back. Come circling 
back through your center, pausing to sit upright, 
gently exhaling, like a turtle res�ng in the sun, head 
pulled in, snoozing securely in its shell, warmed by 
the peaceful energy of the universe. “Breeze in,” as 
our ardent young instructor in China said. Tighten 
the muscles of your anal sphincter, and then rock 
forward. Stretch your turtle neck out once again, 
exhaling, and sway slowly through another circle. 

D� ���� ������� ������ ����� �� ���������, ����, 
��� ���� ��� ��� ������� �� ����. 

You are s�mula�ng your vagus nerve, powerful 
in mind/body reac�ons. Also you can feel your 

intes�nes ge�ng a beneficial massage. Wise old 
men (and women!) who do this exercise will feel 
they have a way to deal with cons�pa�on.
 
Come back to the idea of stretching your body 
through sinuous swaying mo�ons. One such 
movement is called “swimming dragon,” involving 
both your torso and arms in imita�on of the magical 
serpent from the sea. You may use a similar rep�lian 
torso stretch but without the arm movements at the 
start of a period of si�ng medita�on. The rep�lian 
no�on is also useful for picturing the waves of 
peristalsis that must pass in orderly fashion along 
the en�re length of our gut for proper func�oning. 
How this feat is accomplished we cannot see, just as 
we cannot see precisely how a snake propels itself.  
We may have problems with swallowing, or GERD 
(“heartburn”), cons�pa�on, or diarrhea. Irritable 
Bowel sufferers may be tempted to think of a poor 
cen�pede tripping over his hundred legs, confused 
by thinking. But think again. Your doctor may 
suggest some popular over-the-counter remedies 
or give you a prescrip�on for a stronger dose. You 
can help the medica�on with medita�on. You are 
now proficient at passing waves of healing White 

Light down your body so how about giving your 
inner turtle a dose of soothing mental pink liquid? 
Breath, calm, smile. 
 
Much of medita�on is about selec�vely manipula�ng 
your a�en�on—what you want to no�ce and 
what you would rather not no�ce. There is value 
in not being too prudish to no�ce any aspect of 
yourself. Various Eastern yogas have for centuries 
specified prac�cing contrac�ng and relaxing bands 
of “unmen�onable” muscles. Western doctors 
now tell their pa�ents to prac�ce interrup�ng the 

urine stream, so we need to know which muscles to 
no�fy when we want to signal them to contract or 
relax. We want both “off” to deal with incon�nence 
and “on” to ensure that the bladder emp�es fully to 
help avoid infec�ons. Dr. Kegel developed exercises 
for contrac�ng the whole group of perineal muscles 
at the floor of the pelvic cavity. Sexual intercourse, 
childbirth, con�nence: there are lots of reasons we 
might wish good control “downstairs.” We work all 
these parts of our body  even though they are hidden 
deep within our cultural and anatomic shell.    
                       W��� ��� ������, ���. 
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5/4  F������� T�����
 
We spoke previously of the importance of the 
emo�onal envelope we involuntarily put around a 
thought. It was suggested that you collect photos 
of genuine smiles from newspapers and magazines. 
You could enrich your collec�on with favorite 
gree�ng cards you have received, post cards, 
beguiling pictures in catalogs, etc. You might keep a 
notebook of phrases or quota�ons that inspire you. 
Keep your collec�ons a�rac�vely in a scrapbook, 
or keep them in a decorated envelope or even in a 
shoe box. Anything that is appealing, slightly private, 
easily accessible will do. You want to be sure that 
you will actually keep adding to your collec�on, and 
that you will take it out and enjoy it periodically.
 
Very interes�ng research now shows that a�er we 
have witnessed a horror, experienced some trauma—
rape, violence, some significant unpleasantness—the 
amygdala, that almond-shaped bit of our brain that 
protects us from such things, may go on hyperalert. 
Your prefrontal cortex and hippopcampus may not 
be able to talk you down from that bridge you’d like 

to jump off. At the slightest signal we are plunged 
again into turmoil and recreate in our mind the 
dreadful event and our response. 

Emergency medical workers train themselves to 
keep their cool in the most trying circumstances. 
Pa�ents may respond to the calming effect of the 
controlled breathing they somehow sense in these 
wonder-workers. Whether you are one of the 
would-be rescuers or the wounded, you may both 
benefit from various medita�on techniques we are 
exploring. Those who suffer from Post-trauma�c 
Stress Disorder—and sufferers of any level of 
anxiety disorder—may find a helpful ally among 
these ancient techniques. 

It is exci�ng that through modern medical science, 
advances in psychology and neuroscience, we are 
finding that we humans do seem to be able to 
retrain the brain. Say to yourself, “That was then. 
You’re right, it was horrible. But this is now; this 
�me there is another meaning.” 

 
G� �� ���� ����������, 
���� ����� ����, ��� 
������ � �������� �����. 
���� ���� ��. 

When you have achieved 
even a brief respite as 
you breathe and focus, 
take the �me to reward 
yourself with more from 
your collec�on. You can 
relearn. That’s a fact. It 
takes prac�ce. You know 
how. 
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 5/5  Pain – everybody’s least favorite
or, What is the sound of a bu�erfly dancing?
 
Tradi�onal Chinese Medicine suggests that you 
send your finger�ps dancing across your scalp in 
self-massage. Is that the sound of bu�erfly dancing 
that you hear?  Another par�cularly effec�ve 
mental massage is that cascade of qi, the Taoist 
waterfall you pictured bathing your scalp. Both of 
these maneuvers may serve to divert some of your 
a�en�on from your pain.
 
If you have a headache, you might try the reverse 
procedure: bore your a�en�on right into the 
pain. Pour your headache into a teacup, all the 
while asking yourself, exactly what color is that 
headache? Just where is it located? How big is it? 
What color is it now? What size is it now? Does it fill 
that teacup? Can you pour any out? Exactly where 
is that headache now?

And its color at this minute? How is it now? 
Relentlessly you direct your a�en�on at the pain 
and the pain relents.

To deal with your headache, you may be instructed 
to pinch hard that web of skin between thumb and 
forefinger, poe�cally known as the Tiger’s Mouth. 
The Chinese explain that this is one of the invisible 
pathways, the meridians, by which energy travels 
through us. You may find such a descrip�on foreign. 
To you this pinching may seem a simple distrac�on. 
A neurologist might delight in explaining how the 
fast pain fibers are interfering with the firing of the 
slow pain fibers of your chronic pain or headache. 
Take your pick, right? There is something you can 
be doing about that headache. Pallia�ve caregivers 
know that pain is be�er controlled when you can 
self-administer the pain medicine.
 
This one-way traffic direc�ng of your a�en�on 
seems to work especially well with chronic back 
pain or the joint and knuckle pain of arthri�s. Give 
it �me enough. Just when you say, “Well, that isn’t 
working,” you may find it is. Relief for a moment, 
for an hour, then in both hands, un�l one day you 

realize you are actually scarcely conscious of 
your pain anymore. White Light, bu�er melt, 
Taoist waterwheel showers—try them all.

You may find that you s�ll sense the pain, 
but your rela�onship to it has changed. You 
do not suffer so much anymore. Isn’t there 
a saying that pain is inevitable, but suffering 
may be op�onal? The Buddha says there is. 

You’ll probably appreciate the ability of your 
mind/body to reproduce that state of no-pain 
or who-cares-pain in you again some �me. 
 
B������ ��� ������ ��� ���� ���� ��� 
����.

I� ��� ��� ����-����, ���� ���� ��� ���� 
����������� ���������������. 
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5/6  Y��� P������� M��������� A����
 
Are you hesitant, embarrassed, to set up your 
own personal medita�on altar? You think it 
presumptuous, what you are doing is not really, not 
quite worship? An altar offering table is an ancient 
and honorable tradi�on. Your collec�on of things 
that make you smile need not be limited to flat 
things, two dimensional pictures, your scrapbook 
collec�on. What about three dimensional things? 
 
You could, probably do, put a collec�on of your 
special things on your windowsill, on a bookshelf, 
or on top of your bureau. Is it the clear white 
pebble from the shore where you like to walk, the 
pebble that now carries with it a special meaning?  
How short a step that is from the collec�on of 
special things that form a Na�ve American sacred 
medicine bundle. These items are handed down 
from genera�on to genera�on, to be displayed at 
special ceremonies, accompanied by special songs 
that have traveled down through �me with the 
objects. They keep their healing power even when 
many details have been long lost.  

An altar is literally the table or shelf where sacrifices 
were burned. The only smoke you send up may be 
from incense. A bowl of water, that life-sustaining 
liquid, is tradi�onally part of an altar display, as is a 
lighted candle. So too you are apt to find reverently 
displayed Nature’s treasures, a crystal, an eroded 
rock, wood showing its grain.  And a living flower, 
emblem that opens wide and turns naturally to the 
higher power of the sun, blooming, miracle of life, is 
o�en set out on an altar, as well as fruits, seeds, or 
other special foods. Also tradi�onal is a pain�ng or 
photograph of your teacher, someone you admire 
and wish to emulate.  

T�� ����� � ������������ ������ ������ ��� 
������������� ��� �������� ���� ���������.

You now know several techniques for doing that. 
One of the great mysteries of medita�on is that it 
can show you new meanings. Trust the mystery.   
E������ ���� ���������. Signal to yourself that you 
are going to honor it.  
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5/7  Short-term Memory
 
We seem to have both long-term memory, and 
another short-term kind which we call working 
memory. In this short-term memory we can hold 
about seven or eight memory items. The telephone 
companies figured that out some �me ago. Count 
the digits in a local phone number. Seven. As soon 
as numbers exceeded that, there arose a demand 
for automa�c speed dialing and phones that held 
our most-used numbers in memory. 
 
Rudyard Kipling wrote of Kim in his novel of the same 
name. The boy was being trained to spy in India. You 
can play the Kim game. Get someone to prepare 
a tray of six or seven common objects. Study the 
collec�on for a minute and then hide it out of sight 
and see how many objects you can recall. 

It is some�mes suggested that you learn to use 
the fact that your memory seems to work with 
clusters. Psychologists like to call them chunks and 
recommend that you a�ach associa�ve clues to 
items you would like to recall. One more thing to 
try to remember? We prefer to call it Indra’s Net at 

work. If you no�ce carefully, your conscious usually 
does not make up associa�ons that you then 
a�ach to the item desired for retrieval. What you 
actually do, far more reliably, is pay close a�en�on 
to the associa�ons that are given to you by your 
subconscious.

You do not order crea�vity, you simply ask the 
ques�on: what other ways are there? You give 
yourself permission to think widely and then no�ce 
what comes in response. The convenient grouping 
by associa�on, so-called chunking, feels somewhat 
akin to the nearly-dreaming state that allows you 
to make crea�ve new associa�ons, to recognize 
intui�ons. For example, from your medita�on on 
the objects you are trying to recall, you come to 
realize that three items are square and four are 
quite rounded—and the one you’re having trouble 
recalling seems to be a round one. Oh, yes, it’s a 
penny! Or some number of objects on the tray 
belong to you, or contain the color blue, or are 
useful in housecleaning, etc. It is very interes�ng to 
see what categories your mind comes up with. 

You know not to waste mental circuits on such sta�c 
as, “Oh, I’ll never get them all. I feel so stupid. I’m 
having a Senior Moment.” 

B������, ����� ����� ��� �������.
A���� �������� �� �������. 
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WEEK 6   PUTTING IT ALL TOGETHER
 
CLEARLY MEDITATING IS A TOOL. It is up to you to 
learn to use it, to prac�ce with it, and to decide 
how you will use it. Think of being presented with a 
wooden bowl and some sandpaper. The more you 
rub the bowl with the sandpaper, the smoother 
it gets. You can read all about different grades of 
sandpaper. You can think about sandpapering the 
bowl. You can even schedule sandpapering as a nice 
hobby. Un�l you actually spend �me sanding that 
bowl, it will never get any smoother. The only way 
to get a lovely finish on that rough bowl is to spend 
�me day a�er day, actually rubbing the sandpaper 
on the bowl. You’ve got to do it.

By now your daily prac�ce should feel significantly 
different from when you started this series. If you 
have found your minimum ten minutes a day, might 
you find yourself comfortably prac�cing twenty 
or thirty minutes now? Advanced meditators find 
anything up to an hour is quite easy. Anything more 
than that at a �me seems not to offer addi�onal 
benefits. Just as with jogging or walking, there 
seems to be a plateau, an op�mum level of prac�ce 

beyond which more is not really more. Find your 
own level.

By now you can follow the breath without 
consciously altering it. You sense the wisdom of not 
trying too hard in any aspect of medita�on. You do 
not exactly will yourself to relax. You are probably 
aware by now that you instruct your muscles to 
relax, but your mind remains alert. Our language 
about medita�ng may not be very precise, but by 
now your thinking may be much more accurate 
about many aspects of the prac�ce. Thanks to 
your own personal experience, you have probably 
cleared away many misconcep�ons.

Are you looking for a narra�ve experience, an 
invita�on to your crea�vity? Close your eyes and 
let go. Or is it deep knowing, balance, and serenity 
you are looking for? Keep your eyes slightly open, 
gaze lowered, eyes so�ly focused and relaxed. The 
mind’s focus, in contrast, is directed, recep�ve, 
but not relaxed. You can find your feeling of 
spirituality radiantly enhanced. Beyond that, this 

series of “lessons” offers you greater riches each 
�me you review. Thanks to several strategies, you 
are increasingly able to reduce sensory input. You 
have chosen a quiet place and �me, and probably, 
subdued ligh�ng. You sit long enough for the 
propriocep�ve messages from your joint muscles 
and tendons to be s�lled. You have learned to sit 
through the urge to cough or sneeze, the gurglings 
of your gut, and most itchings of your skin.

You have worked with arranging the emo�onal 
envelope of your prac�ce. Your mind quiets more 
obediently. Your brain waves take on specific wave 
pa�erns, although you will probably have to take our 
word for that without proper sensing equipment. 
It seems not to be a dis�nct sensa�on anyway, so 
just trust in it. You can buy inexpensive galvanic skin 
resistance sensors that at least will tell you that you 
are headed in the direc�on of relaxing. But do you 
even need a machine to tell you that?

Presumably you have been prac�cing and repea�ng 
sessions as o�en as you like before moving on to 

the next challenge. This is the ul�mate in self-paced 
study. A�er you have acquired each tool, added a 
prac�ce to your repertoire, it does not ma�er what 
order in which you approach these medita�on 
experiments. You will have become comfortable 
with how metaphoric all these instruc�ons are. We 
have no other way to talk about how these things feel 
in our bodies and minds, no ma�er what advances 
in brain mapping and scanning and neurochemistry 
come along.

Just as there are said to be at least seven levels of 
meaning for each Arabic word in Islam’s Koran, much 
poe�c meaning about medita�ng is wri�en into the 
world’s most precious literature, prose and poetry. 
Once you are alerted to the hidden messages, you 
can decode many of the images in the art world, 
both in pain�ng and in sculpture. There are many 
highly instruc�ve allegories if you know how to look 
for them, how to see them, how to approach them. 
Your view of the world and you in it now seems 
much enriched, looking both outward and inward.
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6/1  The Grand Net of Memory
 
Suddenly you find yourself unable to retrieve the 
name of that person you know perfectly well. How 
embarrassing! Is it Alzheimer’s already? Senior 
moments? Aphasia?  Brain lesions? Stop that! 

Focusing your mind has several applica�ons for 
helping your memory, and this is one of them. First, 
do not stoop to sta�c. Do not focus your mind on how 
embarrassed you feel, how angry, how frustrated. 
You do have some vague sense of the person or 
thing you are trying to name, what you are trying to 
recall or say. Talk around it. Say out loud something 
like, “You know that person with the curly hair? The 
one who was here last summer; maybe her name 
starts, with “S”, you know, Susan…” 

It seems that with a li�le encouragement, our mind 
can cast the Net of Indra quite widely, to gather in a 
variety of relevant associated bits and slowly come 
up with what we want. Have you no�ced how o�en 
it seems we file things alphabe�cally or at least 
phone�cally? Say out loud what you do remember. 
Apparently the brain stores what we hear in different 

filing compartments from the things we only read 
about or think about. 
 
We may need to encourage ourselves as we draw ever 
closer to our quarry. We make careful observa�ons of 
the connec�ons that suggest themselves, no ma�er 
how strange or irrelevant they may seem ini�ally. If 
you cannot, for example, remember where you hid 
that Christmas gi�, you may get a sense of it from 
medita�ng. “I almost remember something about 
low. I felt quite sa�sfied. Yes, secure, in my room. 
Now I recall. I hid the package under my bed.” The 
answer seems to develop before your eyes like the 
old Polaroid instant camera snapshots did.
 
We could call this special prac�ce, the retrieval 
from your long-term or reference memory by the 
very unofficial term, deep or slow knowing. Be 
prepared not only for retrieval of ideas, but for new 
associa�ons of ideas. Crea�vity. Mathema�cians 
are well aware of the mysterious ways that their 
intui�ons precede the worked-out proofs. Learn to 
trust the faint whispers of your intui�on. 

full consciousness, pa�ently, that great idea you 
had. B������ ��� ������. 
 

“Chance favors the prepared mind,” Louis Pasteur 
famously said. And you can learn how to recall to 
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6/2  The Mind/Body Vet Trip

Have you ever taken your pet dog to the 
veterinarian, only to have the animal firmly resist 
from the moment you two get out of the car? 
The animal is responding to some cues, or some 
memories, that are not apparent to you. Similarly, 
you may be scheduled for a trip, a procedure, which 
you are dreading. Intellectually you know that the 
den�st, the surgeon, the mammographer, the MRI 
technician, the doctor at the business end of the 
colonoscope—they are all really your ally, trying to 
see to your health and well-being. On some level, 
your body decides otherwise. You feel the tension 
rise, feel your self resist, just like that poor dog to 
whom you can explain nothing.
 
If it is an elec�ve surgical procedure awai�ng you, 
you may be fortunate enough to have several weeks 
of lead �me. That’s enough �me for you to polish up 
your medita�ng skills. Your post-op general healing 
may be significantly enhanced by your prac�ce 
now. 

Why not try spending some �me with your 

“favorite things” scrapbook? How about listening 
to your collec�on of relaxing music recordings? 
Sit comfortably in your own bed, having a favorite 
snack perhaps, wearing those headphones or 
earbuds, tuning in to relaxa�on. Try pu�ng a 
mark on your hand with a nontoxic magic marker 
or choose some really cool li�le temporary ta�oo 
from the drug store. You could also treat yourself 
to a fingernail decora�on. Why? When you undress 
for the procedure, and sit wai�ng in the efficiently 
func�onal prep room, there may be li�le else to cue 
you into a medita�ve state. That small mark on your 
hand reminds you that you will soon be back in your 
own surroundings. 
 
If you can take your personal audio device with 
you, at least into pre-op, when you are headed for 
surgery, playing that same music you used in your 
prac�ce, so much the be�er. 

B������. R����. 

Good for you! Well done!
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6/3 Inner Cello

Inner golf, inner tennis. We are quite aware that 
athletes use visualiza�on. Thanks to television, we 
are accustomed to the look of concentra�on on 
a downhill skier’s face as he or she mentally skis 
the perfect run just before se�ng out on the race 
course. Concert pianists tell us they do it too, going 
through their performance in an inner rehearsal in 
which they hear and play the music they are about 
to perform. You prac�ce to get to Carnegie Hall, you 
prac�ce to get to the Olympics, and you prac�ce to 
get to medita�ve states. As simple as that.
 
You can do inner typing if you have learned the touch 
system of keyboarding. It is wonderfully absorbing 
to type out a composi�on, either one that is original 
or something as familiar as the twenty-third Psalm. 
Lay your hands at your side or spread them gently 
across your torso. As with our early a�empt at 
using prayer beads, actual and mental, we realize 
we do not have to actually twitch our muscles; 
just direct the a�en�on to the appropriate finger, 
spelling out our words.  Inner typing may be even 

more effec�ve than coun�ng sheep to help you get 
to sleep. With prac�ce you achieve a decent rate 
of words per minute. Isn’t that how you measure 
success in typing? But don’t hijack the process by 
coun�ng!
 
You can heighten the benefits of any mind/body 
partnership. Not only does collec�ng your sca�ered 
a�en�on help you to be�er athle�c performance, 
visualizing gives you confidence. A calligrapher or 
sumi-e painter may prac�ce brush strokes using 
water rather than ink. Once the feeling of approach, 
stroke on paper, and follow-through have been 
coordinated with the breath, only then will ink be 
used. Or perhaps the pain�ng will be made only in 
the mind. Try it!
 
Even if your event is not Olympic shot put, you can 
excel at the inner art of thought put. No apologies 
for that pun. Remember it!
 
Once you recognize that any repe��ve ac�on can 

be done mindfully, you can come up 
with many ways your mind/body can 
benefit. Effects of physical therapy 
might be enhanced by thinking of it as 
yoga. Every posture in hatha yoga has a 
prescribed breathing pa�ern, direc�ons 
for where you are supposed to direct 
your gaze and where you are to put 
your a�en�on. The simplest physical 
ac�on, even non-ac�on, becomes a 
medita�on.
 
You can become a highly rewarded 
superstar, at least of medita�ng. 

S������, �������, ����, ��� �����, ���?
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6/4  Health and Well-Being
 
The microscopic pores in your skin open wider as 
you relax. That means you give off micro-amounts 
of sweat when you meditate. That means your 
skin conducts electricity more. Hence that can 
easily be measured with a Galvanic Skin Resistance 
monitor, a gadget you may have wondered about 
when it was men�oned earlier. Akin to a so-called 
lie detector, the GSR monitor consists of a metal 
plate on which you rest your fingers. The electrical 
impulse is turned into sound, and you hear the tone 
drop as your mind and body become calm. It is very 
sa�sfying to listen to the high-pitched whine grow 
lower, sink to a hum, and then slow to a series of 
clicks. When the clicks come nearly to a halt, you 
may be so pleased that you send the frequency sky-
rocke�ng in your excitement. That is possibly why 
there is a visual dial to use instead of the auditory 
tone if you wish. 
 
Another helpful indictor for sensing your “invisible” 
systems is a blood pressure cuff. You can use one to 
monitor your blood pressure at home. Hypertension 

responds very well to medita�on. There is good 
evidence that not only does your blood pressure 
drop while you meditate, but the effect becomes 
cumula�ve, and las�ng, with con�nued prac�ce. 
You absolutely should not read this and throw away 
your blood pressure pills, but in consulta�on with 
your physician, you might see if medita�on can help 
control blood pressure challenges.
 
A great many more subtle aspects of your body 
probably stand to benefit from regular medita�on 
prac�ce. Consider the toll on the body taken by 
anxiety, depression, and anger for example. If your 
mind can contribute to ill health, perhaps you can 
turn the coin over and use your mind/body to good 
advantage. 

Here’s to your total good health.
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6/5  The Arts
  
You don’t have to speak the language to understand 
the beauty of Arabic calligraphy for one of the ninety-
nine names of Allah. You probably respond directly 
and intui�vely to the black ink sumi-e pain�ngs of 
the Zen masters even though you cannot decode the 
characters of the poem accompanying the image. 
The Hebrews’ beau�ful Tree of Life has become a 
meaningful and wide-spread symbol both in the 
West and in the East. The rich interlacing of the 
Chris�an monks’ illuminated le�ers such as those 
familiar from the Book of Kells have lost none of 
their golden allure over the years. Even if we cannot 
read a single word, beauty seems to be a universal 
language. It is in all of us, just as medita�on speaks 
to all.
 
Now that you are much more aware of how the 
crea�ve process is enabled, you can consider 
becoming significantly more skilled at whatever art 
it is that you personally enjoy doing. Perhaps up 
to now you have been something of a “crea�vity 
coward.” No more! 

You may wish to put a paper and pencil beside you 
as you meditate. You learn that the muse is shy and 
is happier if you do not edit during the process. You 
take it all and only later select. Cau�on your muse 
that you will wait �ll the end of the session to write 
down the gems showered upon you. You want to 
meditate; you are not trying to play memory games. 
The muse does learn to gi� you near the end of your 
medita�on, an effect not unlike the way you learn 
to awake at a designated �me.  Also, you come to 
trust the muse. There is always something there 
if you take the �me, meditate, and receive it. The 
muse may not take kindly at all to the very idea of 
writer’s block or to any edi�ng of the words before 
they are all received. You cannot be judgmental 
at this tender stage. Whatever are you thinking of 
instead of the gi�? Focus and receive, rather than 
judge or predict in any way.
 
Whether you are sharpening pencils, running 
through musical scales, or carrying out other 
warming up exercises, you can enhance the effect 

by fully honoring the medita�ve aspect of the 
ac�on. Focus. 

Much of ar�s�c produc�on is clearly medita�ve in 
the act itself. Go for it. 
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6/6  Spirituality

Some in our society like to say they are spiritual, 
but not religious. They probably mean that they 
do not choose to par�cipate in any organized 
religion, any formalized system of spiritual ma�ers.  
Harvard’s Dr. Herbert Benson, the cardiologist 
who gave us the phrase “Relaxa�on Response,” 
suggests that meditators do very well at staying 
with their medita�ve prac�ce if they have a system 
of organized religion to support them. It’s not that 
these people have more insight or more talent, but 
they tend to s�ck with the prac�ce more faithfully 
than do the individuals who go it alone. Buddhists 
say that one of the three jewels of their faith is 
sangha, one’s community of fellow worshipers. Is 
it possible to have a cyber-sangha? Only �me will 
tell. 
 
Is medita�on religious? Humans, perhaps uniquely 
among the members of the animal kingdom, know 
they will die. That means we know a longing, the 
wish that it were otherwise. How we deal with that 
yearning forms an underlying part of our spirituality. 
The Buddha called it release from suffering. Christ 
called it God’s love. Muslims submit to yearning for 

Allah. Those who prefer to think in different terms 
nevertheless explore, appreciate, and revere that 
which seems greater than the individual, that which 
endures, what we call sublime, spiritual no ma�er 
how we define it. 

You may find yourself ge�ng quite enthusias�c 
about medita�on prac�ce. Naturally you are eager 
to share what you have discovered, but be careful 
not to overwhelm or alienate anyone with your 
new-found enthusiasm.  You may have to explain to 
other people that medita�on is not a new religious 
movement. Medita�on is not a belief. It is something 
that we do. You may use medita�on in search of 
be�er health; it makes people feel good. You may 
also use it in service of your own religious prac�ce 
or explora�on; it helps people feel spiritual.
 
At one �me the Roman Catholic Church was uneasy 
about certain aspects of medita�on as prac�ce for 
the common man.  Fortunately that has now changed, 
as we see in Father Thomas Kea�ng’s teachings 
about centering prayer. Ironically, Protestants, too, 
were once uneasy about the independent nature 

of the enterprise. We Westerners are 
only now becoming more informed 
about Asian medita�on prac�ces. 
As a society we have to get familiar 
with something before we know 
how to fit it into our culture. We are 
pre�y comfortable these days with 
such once-foreign foods as pizza, egg 
rolls, and tacos, so we can expect that 
eventualy medita�on will fit right in.  

Around the world, drama�c mys�cal 
experiences are o�en confused with 
medita�on and held suspect, perhaps 
more than ever a�er the drug use 
era of the 70s which le� us a legacy 
of substance abuse. Medita�on may 
be a trip, but it is not with drugs. 
Modern neuroscience now gives us a 
reassuring, ra�onal window into what 
medita�on is, where it happens in us, 
and how it is good for us. 

At your most sublime or at your 

most trying moments, at your most injured or exalted, you 
can choose to experience the radiance at the core of you. Part 
of you operates beyond concern for your ethnic race, for age, 
for gender, for wealth, beyond any external measure. You are 
learning to reach this inner space by medita�ng, a powerful tool 
in your personal prayer pursuit or whatever you call being at the 
core of your being.
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6/7  Yin/Yang
 
You have prac�ced your way through more than 
forty sessions now. You have prac�ced the full six 
weeks of your contract with yourself, but who is 
s�ll coun�ng? We have go�en beyond that.  Daily 
prac�ce is not even spelled out in capital le�ers this 
week—as you no doubt have no�ced. 
 
East meets West, the past meets the future in that 
fine line of now at the curving black and white edge 
of that familiar symbol of yin and yang. We are 
familiar with a flat, sta�c image of yin and yang, like 
two fish curling in�mately around each other.

 Challenge yourself now to think in three dimensions. 
Then this ancient Taoist symbol reminds you of a 
tennis ball or a baseball with its sinuous seams. 
At first the symbolism seems baffling, then comic; 
then the recogni�on of the 3D pa�ern seems 
almost here�cal, disrespec�ul, and finally it is just 
awesome in its implica�ons.
 
With the wonders of our modern computer 
anima�on we could render this venerable symbol 

as a moving image, an animated cartoon. If we were 
an old Taoist sage we would do it with our minds. 
Those small dots, the grain of black in the white fish, 
the white dot in the black: those are intended to be 
visualized as expanding. Think about that. When the 
�ny white dot expands, that por�on of the symbol 
enlarges to become the dominant characteris�c of 
that half of the symbol. Black field becomes white. 
Simultaneously the �ny black dot expands in the 
other sec�on, and that metamorphoses the white 
field into black. All without a hint of gray, just the 
polarity of yin and yang, crea�ng endlessly.
 
How remarkable it is that medita�ng on dynamism 
can confer serenity. Yang and yin. How wonderful 
that the Life force is the only expression of order and 
sustainability—however fragile and temporary—
in the chaos of the universe. Yin and yang. How 
remarkable that life gives us consciousness. How 
blessed that experiencing harmony and serenity 
confers compassion. Medita�on centers on the self 
but is not a self-centered prac�ce. Yin and yang.
Compassion inspires us to service and generosity. 
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ALSO
F��� �����… C�������’� M���������
 
No one is ever too young to meditate. Watch an 
infant and you will understand that. As children 
mature, however, they may lose or undervalue 
certain aspects of mind/body interac�on. In India, 
the rainbow yogic medita�on is used in basic 
introductory prac�ce. It may be a good way for 
you to share your own explora�on of medita�on 
with the children in your life. Children as young as 
two years old have found the video of children and 
animals called YogaKids quite deligh�ul. There are 
now various videos available for children. 

One grandmother we know used a version of the 
following medita�on exercise with her grandchildren. 
When she was out in the world with them and saw 
that they were becoming stressed, over-excited, or 
�red, she merely had to murmur the word “yoga” 
to the children. The children knew what to do next. 
They gleefully assumed their favorite asanas.

Read aloud or tell this story in your own words: 
The word “Yoga” means joined, yoked together 
like a pair of oxen. What is joined together? Your 

mind and your body. Do you do yoga, at school or at 
home? People in India did yoga five thousand years 
ago. They found that doing these poses—asanas or 
exercises as you might call them—was very good for 
their bodies, for their health. They thought about 
the way plants and animals look in nature. You can 
stand like a flower smiling up at the sun. 

You can stand like a big tree in the forest. You can 
yawn like a lion. You can sit like a calm mountain. 
You can even float like a cloud.
 
For a few minutes let’s pretend we are clouds. Lie 
down on your back. Close your eyes. Take a gentle 
deep, quiet breath. Picture yourself floa�ng gently 
in the air. Up up up, where the birds are. Maybe 
you are picturing yourself climbing up onto a cloud. 
Maybe you are the cloud. Have you ever no�ced 
that there is no such thing as an ugly cloud? Fierce 
dark blue ones, maybe, if a storm is coming, but 
clouds are always wonderful shapes. 

Think about your very fluffy white cloud, like a big 

pillow. Let yourself float and enjoy the ride. You are 
very comfortable up on your big white fluffy pillow. 
A�er the rain, your cloud is steering you toward a 
rainbow. The sky is now a beau�ful blue sky and 
lovely colors are glowing in the sky. Feel that glowing 
red color all around you. Now picture the golden 
glow of yellow. These are very happy colors. Do you 
no�ce that you are feeling quite happy? And next 
to the yellow color is green blurring into a gentle 
blue. And next to that blue is a very pre�y, peaceful 
violet purple. 
 
Feel how all the muscles of your face are relaxed. 
There is no trace of a frown, only a very gentle smile. 
That makes it easy to take a moment and say thank 
you for our wonderful world and for our being in it. 

Now your cloud is lowering you back down to the 
ground. One. Two. Three. Four. Five… Open your 
eyes, and here you are back down again from our 
li�le yoga adventure. Thank you to you too for 
helping us to have this minute of feeling happy 
together. 
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T� ������… A H������ M���������
 
This hospice medita�on can be paraphrased or 
read aloud to someone who is dying. If you are 
ever privileged to sit with someone at the moment 
of their passing, you should be prepared for the 
fact that death is some�mes a messy process.  To 
understate, there may be irregularity of breathing 
pa�erns accompanying the last breaths. In that case, 
you may not be able to synchronize your breathing 
with them, but you can s�ll be very much with the 
dying person. In the Tibetan culture, there are not 
only medita�ons for the dying, but also medita�ons 
meant to be chanted to the dead person. 

A personal note here: In the hospital, in intensive 
care, when the breathing tube was removed and I 
was aroused a�er several days in coma, apparently 
my breathing stopped and I had to be kicked-
started. When I awoke, the first words I heard from 
the nurse were, “Oh you poor dear, you must be 
scared to death.”

Somewhat bewildered, I looked around at all the 
beeping and flashing medical apparatus, and I 
replied, “No. I am not afraid. I can see that I am being 

taken of and eventually someone will tell me what 
is going on.” I am convinced that the reason I was 
not terrified was because my husband, my brother, 
and my friends, in addi�on to a caring medical staff, 
had all spoken encouraging words to me while I was 
unconscious. Similarly, we can never know just how 
long a�er what we call death, a person is s�ll in 
communica�on with us. 

Further, I do know for certain that as I recovered, 
people encountering me would o�en register 
dismay at my condi�on. Clearly from the outside→
in the view was daun�ng. Never, viewed from the 
inside→out, was I feeling the suffering as it appeared 
that I was. When the grieving observer sits beside 
the dying person, it might comfort the observer 
to remember this anomaly. Experienced from the 
center of one’s being, one may be depar�ng with 
grace—despite how it may appear to the outsider. 

Different cultures approach these last moments in 
different ways. Do not be afraid to experience these 
majes�c moments. 

It can feel very sweet to send the a�en�on to 
the breathing. Even if circumstance now makes 

breathing a challenge, your mind recalls moments 
when you have given a sigh of contentment or a 
smile of apprecia�on or just the gentle relaxa�on of 
your face muscles when you had a moment of being 
happy. Now in your imagina�on feel that gentle 
mel�ng of tension—around your eyes, around your 
lips, a soothing relaxing of your forehead. Feel the 
touch of a caring hand on your brow, res�ng gently 
on your heart, giving you loving comfort. 
 
All living beings are a celebra�on. Your very existence 
has been a miracle. Some people say that human 
beings were made just to know life, to appreciate 
the wonderfulness of the universe. Who you are, 
what you have done—that has been enough. What 
sounds do you hear? A barking dog in the distance? 
Footsteps? A telephone ringing, a conversa�on? 
Motors? All these sounds are really irrelevant. They 
are a message from the whole of the universe telling 
you that it can take care of itself. It can go on. You 
can go on. It is not your responsibility. Thank you for 
all you have done to make life good for the world. 
You are free now. Take these moments to look a�er 
your own self.  

Breathe in and feel the muscles of your abdomen 

shi� slightly. Allow the muscles of your chest to send 
the air back out to the world. Through the gateless 
gate, air is in you, part of you; and then that air is 
outside of you, just a flowing part of the universe. 
That is okay. I breathe along with you. I am with 
you. We are with you, all who sit with you, all who 
think about you, all who have ever been a part of 
your life. Breathe in, peace. Breathe out, freedom. 
Let it go. Let any challenges go. That is enough.   
 
The natural processes of all life do gradually run 
down. Seasons come and go. The river flows on. 
Breathe in; breathe out. Know that you are loved. 
We care. You lived just as you did, and that was fine. 
Thank you. We are glad for your being. Now there 
need be no fear of what is next. You may shi� your 
mind away from any part of your body that troubles 
you. You may shi� your mind onto coming serenity. 
Picture moonlight on water. The moon does not 
have to paint any picture; it just sends its light down 
to the water and the water receives it. 

Effortless reflec�on. Light energy. Perfect 
harmony. Quite wonderful. Very calm. 

B������ ��. B������ ���. A�. 
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Shore Night 

Take your suffering self to the western shore

just as the sun is se�ng.

Breathe out the troubling pains

and send them winging with the flying gulls

gathered by depar�ng golden light.

You sit, becoming aware

that crumbs of grief, like distant stellar dust

become mere fragments of despair

silently slipping beyond the black earth edge.

Turn east at dawn to see

the faintest pinpricks fading from all sensing

as sun erases stars with day,

breathing in the pure light

of being filled with life.
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F��� � P��������
Charles Zelnick, MD

Director, Island Family Medicine
Stonington, Maine 

Medical schools since the 1970s have taught that health 
and illness must be viewed in a “biopsychosocial” 
context. This means that health and illness in human 
beings are not determined solely by biological factors, 
such as heredity, germs or chemical imbalances. Human 
beings are also very social animals and we are built with 
circuits in our brains that respond to our interpersonal 
connec�ons. Even babies in the womb respond to their 
mother’s voice, and as newborns, will se�le with a so� 
song and cuddle. And how we no�ce and respond to the 
events in our lives depends much on our psychological 
state to begin with. Pain tolerance, for example, 
depends much on how much fear and anxiety we bring 
to a situa�on. If we are terrified of the den�st due to 
past experiences, it will be very difficult to even walk 
in the door of the den�st’s office without a rise in our 
heart rate, blood pressure and skin swea�ng ac�vity.

Our primate brains are ancient structures, evolved over 
millennia to survive a�acks by predators. We are also 
designed to respond rapidly to any threat to the social 
support we rely on from our family group and tribe. The 

same survival circuits help us survive sudden a�acks by 
the �gers of today—such as “near-miss” auto accidents—
by automa�cally se�ng off the “fight or run” reflex in 
our bodies. This reflex not only increases heart rate, but 
releases adrenalin and cor�sol stress hormones, raises 
blood sugars, and causes measurable changes in every 
body system, including the immune system. 

In a mere 200 milliseconds, in response to stress these 
brain centers automa�cally fire. The Dalai Lama and 
other medita�on experts agree with the neuroscien�sts: 
there is no way to stop this emo�onal firing in the brain 
in response to threat.  It happens just too quickly.

Unfortunately, we live in a very stressful world. Not 
only is the world full of scary people like den�sts and 
doctors, but there are terrorists, bills in the mailbox, our 
teenage children, our jobs, global warming, bad drivers, 
oil spills, difficult family members, illness and death, 
and WalMart—the last being a huge warehouse of brain 
overs�mula�on cleverly designed to overwhelm us with 
decisions so we will impulsively buy too many things. (If 
you want to imagine a really stressful day, just combine 
all the stresses above into an imaginary Monday in your 
life. Simply imagining such a day may fire your brain 
stress circuits in less than 200 milliseconds!)

COMMENTARY

So if we can’t stop the stress circuits from firing, what can 
we do? While medical science is currently inconclusive 
about the long-term effects of medita�on on health, 
there is no doubt that medita�on causes immediate 
changes in the brain which can lead to reversal of the 
stress changes in the body. Regular medita�on has 
been shown to lower blood pressure, improve coping 
with stress, help people be�er tolerate pain, and help 
people coping with depression and addic�on problems.  
And no study to date has shown any bad effects from 
medita�on.

Medita�on probably works by increasing our awareness 
of our nervous system’s automa�c reac�ons to our 
environment.  Although 200 milliseconds is too quick 
stop the automa�c firing of the “fight or run response,” 
there is a longer delay between the reflex firing and 
our saying and doing things. By medita�ng, we become 
more aware that the reflex fired and we are in an 
automa�c mode. Medita�on also lowers the intensity 
and dura�on of secondary stress reac�ons, like when 
you close the damper on the wood stove.
  
In the uncontrolled stress reac�on, we o�en enter 
a vicious circle where stress leads to more stress and 
keeps the reflex firing. Regular meditators are much less 

likely to have this happen. Meditators are more aware 
of the automa�c responses, and have an opportunity 
to modify their ac�ons, before ge�ng into even more 
trouble.

For example, imagine ge�ng into a heated argument 
with someone. We are sure we are in the right and can’t 
understand why that stupid idiot won’t agree with us! 
Once we feel stressed, the “fight or run” reflex heats up 
the argument even more. The more upset and angry we 
get, the more upset we get.  

Medita�on will not stop us from ge�ng into arguments.  
But, regular meditators will have a less “twitchy” reflex. It 
will take more stress to fire off the reflex in an argument 
in the first place. People who meditate regularly will 
be able to recognize that things are hea�ng up in the 
debate. By being aware of this, they focus a�en�on on 
what is upse�ng them, being sure that the argument is 
focused more on facts than on personali�es or power 
struggles.  They are calmly argumenta�ve.

Regular meditators o�en report being much relaxed 
about everything in the world. A se�led automa�c stress 
response allows them to approach the world with a 
calmer, more ra�onal approach. Regular meditators are 
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also o�en very good at seeing the humor in situa�ons, 
which helps to relieve stress as well.

There are many pathways to medita�on, but all of them 
seem to tap into the same ability of the brain to calm 
itself down, given the proper �me and focus. Just as 
prac�cing the violin or your tennis game improves your 
ability to use the brain circuits that control your muscles, 
so prac�cing medita�on regularly will strengthen the 
brain’s calming circuits. We could call it the “sit and 
breathe” reflex.  

Whichever exercise in this book speaks to you, we 
recommend you prac�ce it, in the words of violin 
teacher Dr. Shinichi Suzuki, “only on the days you eat.”

And it won’t hurt to limit your trips to Walmart either.

F��� � P�����������
Ann Flewelling, PhD

Adult Psychotherapy Prac�ce
Sedgwick, Maine

Once considered merely an ancient Eastern spiritual 
prac�ce, medita�on in modern medicine has now 
achieved the status of a treatment that Western 
healthcare providers can prescribe with confidence. 
This revolu�onary event unfolded with advances in 
sophis�caled medical imaging technologies (e.g., PET, 
CT, and fMRI) that allowed our scien�fic eyes to gaze 
upon the brain’s most intricate landscapes, to observe 
fascina�ng brain func�oning, live. Once we saw the 
evidence for ourselves, from our perspec�ve, that is 
when medita�on passed through the ceremonial gate 
of controlled experimental rigor and emerged as a bona 
fide therapeu�c tool. 

East or West, either way, medita�on works. 

As a psychologist interested in evalua�ng medita�on 
resources to recommend to clients in my prac�ce, I 
took no�ce when a hometown newspaper announced 
an “Island Medita�on Project” offering lessons by local 
meditator Marnie Reed Crowell. The course was being 
published by the Island Medical Center in booklet form 

and online. That is where I first encountered Marnie’s 
“voice.” Two years would pass before I would be 
introduced to her in person. That is when I learned the 
story of how Marnie came to meditate, and why.

It began with a moonlight ska�ng accident. Marnie’s  
brain had just finished storing its last image…lovely 
shadows on silver-lit snowscape…“Crack!” And her 
screen went blank. Her fractured skull and diffuse brain 
injury launched her, life-flighted, straight into a new and 
involuntary journey, one that included olfactory dysosmia 
(persecu�on by horrific illusory odors resul�ng from 
severing of the olfactory nerve.) While in the hospital 
Marnie had seizures. A�er her release she wore EEG 
sensors for a twenty-four hour period; she was to write 
down her ac�ons. No�cing that the recording apparatus 
was s�ll running at the end of the �me period, Marnie 
decided to try medita�ng.
 
In college Marnie had learned about Zen masters who 
meditated and then painted striking black ink pictures, 
sumi-e. What was this medita�ng that enabled them to 
make such art? The early six�es were good years to ask 
this ques�on, with D. T. Suzuki transla�ng tracts on Zen 
Buddhism into English, and Alan Wa�s and Gary Snyder in 
California exploring both Buddhist prac�ces and Taoism. 

Then the Beatles headed for India and Transcendental 
Medita�on reached our shores. 

Marnie took seriously the Buddha’s command to take no 
one else’s word for anything, but explore the truth for 
yourself. She taught herself to meditate. She had been 
described as “spiritually talented,” and she was a trained 
observer with a Master’s Degree in Biology. She had 
spent years honing her skills as a natural history writer, a 
fortunate confluence of factors, given the accident that 
befell her. 
 
“So what was going on at the end of the EEG recording?” 
Marnie asked when the pages of brain wave tracings 
were evaluated.
 
“Very slow wave forms something like sleep but different, 
well-developed. The wave pa�erns reflect a state called 
medita�on, what the Tibetan monks were doing, what 
Dr. Benson at Harvard called the Relaxa�on Response.”
 
Marnie’s healing was remarkable, including complete 
remission of the dysosmia. Her physicians encouraged 
her to go to China to study with Taoists and Tradi�onal 
Chinese Medicine prac��oners and to try teaching her 
form of medita�on to others here. That is when she 
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wrote the six-week course booklet of daily medita�on 
lessons that the Island Medical Center published online. 
  
Medita�on from the outset has addressed the issue of 
human suffering. But finally now, in the 21st century, it has 
a�ained the status of being a scien�fically researched, 
empirically validated component of treatment for a 
variety of medical and mental health symptoms and 
disorders.   The integra�on of medita�on with Cogni�ve 
Behavioral Therapy is now known as Mindfulness-Based 
Cogni�ve Behavioral Therapy (MCBT). Its effec�veness 
has has been demonstrated in the treatment of a wide 
range of mental health disorders including generalized 
anxiety and major depression. Dialec�c Behavior 
Threapy (DBT), which also u�lizes mindfulness skills, 
has been used for more than a decade now to treat the 
severe and disabling mood dysregula�on of borderline 
personality disorder. 

Health care professionals who keep abreast of 
contemporary treatment outcome literature are aware 
that medita�on can be especially good medicine for 
certain of life’s dis-eases. 

Science is our friend, and so is an open mind. Yes, a daily 
dose of medita�on does take longer to self-administer 

than swallowing a pill. On the other hand, medita�on  
does not have untoward side-effects, and may have 
an abundance of side-benefits. People prac�cing 
medita�on o�en report a sense of improved well 
being:  “I feel calmer… more alert… have less tension… 
sleep be�er;” “I can concentrate be�er… feel greater 
compassion for others… can face pain with serenity.”

What medita�on is not. It is not a rescue remedy to treat 
the widespread Too-Busy-Disorder of contemporary 
life, to offset the consequences of ignoring what your 
mother taught you, or should have, about a healthy life 
style. Chances are, however, if you meditate, you will 
make be�er lifestyle choices automa�cally.

The photo images you view in Island Medita�on are  
intended to support your medita�on prac�ce, not to 
direct it. It’s not a coincidence that my photo images  in 
this medita�on book happen to come from a collec�on I 
label Images to Breathe By, for that is how I experienced 
each of the medita�ve photographic moments. 

May you see with a happy eye, a non-judgmental focus, 
and an openness to the moment that is Now. 

F��� � H��� T����� S�������
Marnie Reed Crowell

Meditator, Natural History Writer, Poet
Sunset, Maine

In his Le�er From Burma in the January 24, 2011 edi�on 
of THE NEW YORKER magazine Joshua Hammer quotes 
the recently-released dissident Aung San Suu Kyi, 
referring to her daily medita�on prac�ce. Ini�ally she 
chided herself for struggling to keep her a�en�on on 
such a simple task as following her breathing. Eventually 
she was able to keep her mind on the exercise, and over 
the years following 1989 when she was placed under 
house arrest, Aung San Suu Kyi found her daily vipassanā 
medita�on sessions at dawn invaluable in sustaining her. 
Born and raised in a Buddhist country, it is not surprising 
that she had access to this ancient prac�ce a�ributed 
to the Gautama Buddha himself. What is perhaps less 
likely is that the basic a�ributes of this technique were 
also available to me in my �me of need. Now they can 
be helpful for you as well. 
 
The years since my head injury have brought me 
wonderful recovery. But when I listen to radio reports 
of the post-concussion Trauma�c Brain Injuries of our 
sports figures or stories of our IED-injured veterans 
returning from Iraq or Afghanistan, I shudder. I want to 

weep. We have made great strides in how we approach 
head injuries, but not everyone has access to the newest 
best medical facili�es. What is there that we can do to 
help ourselves? 

That ques�on is much broader than asking what mental 
tools are there for head trauma or stroke vic�ms or 
people with Parkinsons’ or any other challenge we 
recognize as significantly neurological, mental. Any of 
us, on any given day, might find life improved with a 
medita�on prac�ce. But what is that? Literature—and 
the marvel of online query—offers a bewildering array of 
answers. Island Medita�on offers a simple introductory 
approach that may at least open the door for you.  

At the �me of my injury, my primary care physician here 
on the island was Dr. Daniel Rissi. On looking over the 
manuscript he had encouraged me to write on how to 
meditate, he said jokingly, “Marnie, forty-two sessions 
is nice, but how do you know I will read beyond the first 
lesson?” 

I replied, “It doesn’t ma�er at all if you do each and 
every one of these suggested exercises. If you do just 
the first one you will realize the benefits as long as you 
do it forty-two �mes.” It’s as simple as that. And I’m 
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sure Aung San Suu Kyi would agree, as challenging as 
that at first.
 
I am happy to say that a�er all these years, I s�ll meditate 
daily. Surviving members of that very first Island group 
of volunteers s�ll meet weekly for si�ng together in 
medita�on prac�ce. We all have glowing success stories 
to report. 

My recovery is of course my most outstanding story. 
I wrote of my experiences in my novel, The Coast of 
May. But I will share one more anecdote here. When I 
was diagnosed with a rare type of minor salivary gland 
malignant tumor which none of the doctors around here 
had seen, they sent me off to specialists at Massachuse�s 
General Hospital. This remarkable ins�tu�on in Boston 
is a far cry from Maine both in miles and volume of 
pa�ents and hence how pa�ents are handled. As I lay 
on a gurney in pre-op wai�ng for surgery, it felt more 
like a rugby scrum. 

Oh, I am not comfortable with this, I thought. Time 
to take myself elsewhere with medita�on. Eventually 
I became aware of man in scrubs at the foot of the 
gurney, standing arms crossed, scowling down at me. 
He introduced himself as one more in the parade of 

anesthesiologists. “What are you on?” he demanded 
angrily. Eventually I realized that he thought I was 
tripping on some illicit drugs and I was about to mess up 
the carefully orchestrated opera�ng schedule. 

“Oh, I’m just medita�ng,” I replied as sweetly as I 
could.  

“Medita�ng?” He stared down at me quite a while, 
considering. Eventually he smiled. “If you are as relaxed 
as you look, I do not have to give you both parts of the 
anesthesia. If I give you just part two, you do not have 
stay overnight in the hospital if everything else goes 
okay. You can go right home. Would you like that?”

Next thing I knew I was out of surgery and they had 
called my very surprised husband in the wai�ng room 
and told him he could come get me and take me home. 

A���� ���� B���

In some way neither of us can explain verbally Dr. 
Flewelling—Ann, now my friend—takes photographs 
of nature that significantly complement my words. 
We have so enjoyed juxtaposing her photographic 
images with my poems that we set up Threehalf 
Press to produce a number of works.  We have 
compiled this collec�on of my medita�on lessons 
to be used with her photographs in much the same 
way one might contemplate a mandala or a sand 
pain�ng or an icon. We invite you to read the lessons 
and sit with these photographs. The images, verbal 
and visual, are a portal to something more. 
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Natural history writer MARNIE REED CROWELL now 
makes her home on Deer Isle in Maine. A biologist, 
her books include Great Blue, Odyssey of a Heron; 
Greener Pastures, in Praise of Tradi�onal Country 
Living; Shared Light on Penobscot Bay; Beads & 
String, a Maine island pilgrimage; Shore Lines; The 
Coast of May; and A Sky of Birds. Her works have 
appeared in such magazines as Audubon, Natural 
History, Redbook, and Readers Digest. She hosted 
and produced the award-winning North Country 
Storytelling Fes�val series for Na�onal Public Radio 
at WSLU-FM.  

Ar�st who prac�ces medita�ng, hospice volunteer 
and ac�ve conserva�onist, Marnie was called upon 
to prac�ce what she preached a�er a moonlit ice 
ska�ng accident in 1999 le� her with a Trauma�c 
Brain Injury. The resul�ng injuries included 
compromised balance, torment from hallucinatory 
odors, a condi�on called dysosmia; for a �me 
she was rendered unable to write, mentally or 
physically. 

She turned to the power of nature, medita�on, 
and art as sources of courage and healing. When 
her recovery was well under way, she wrote many 
poems and she wanted to publish them with 
photographs of the area’s wild places. At about the 
same �me, photographer and clinical psychologist 
Dr. Ann Flewelling contacted Marnie about the 
medita�on classes she was offering on behalf of 
the Island Medical Center. Ann and Marnie were to 
meet 2 years later. They would begin collabora�ng 
to explore their verbal/visual interface as 
Threehalf Press, dedicated to using new media to 
produce ar�s�c works that speak on behalf of the 
environment.

A���� ��� P�����������
 
ANN FLEWELLING has been captured by visual 
images of the natural world since childhood. Rural 
Maine’s landscape first became the focus of her 
Kodak Brownie Hawkeye then her used Agfa 35mm 
camera. Years, and any number of cameras, and 
a digital revolu�on later, Ann’s photographic eye 
clarifies its medita�ve vision, holding her constant 
focus on the natural world, changing light, and 
growing perspec�ve.
 
Ann has studied photography and related arts at 
The Southeastern School of Photographic Arts, 
The Maine Photographic Workshops, and Haystack 
Mountain School of Cra�s. Her work has been 
exhibited in area galleries. 

Since 2004 Ann has engaged in a collabora�on 
exploring voice and vision with writer-poet Marnie 
Reed Crowell. Together they have published their 
work by forming a local independent small press 
they called Threehalf Press. This event became the 
impetus for Ann to expand her visual and technical 

horizons to include the world of digital book 
design.  Ann’s photographic images as well as her 
aesthe�c  sensi�vity and digital design skills appear 
in the Threehalf Press publica�ons Shared Light 
on Penobscot Bay; Beads & String, a Maine island 
pilgrimage; Shore Lines; The Coast of May; and A 
Sky of Birds.   

In 2008 Ann’s work was included in the “My 
Favorite Maine” show juried by Carl Li�le as well 
as the “Maine Photography Show” juried by Joyce 
Tenneson. A prac�cing clinical psychologist and 
na�ve Mainer, Ann lives with her husband along the 
shore the Bagaduce River, a scenic �dal estuary.
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B���� �� T�������� P����

Shared Light on Penobscot Bay (2007)

Beads & String, a Maine island pilgrimage (2008)

Mark Island Light (2009) 

Shore Lines (2010)

The Coast of May (2010)

Island Medita�on (2011)

Great Blue, Odyssey of a Heron (2011) 

A Sky of Birds (2011)

Please visit us at www.threehalfpress.net



Are you troubled by stress? Depression? Hypertension?
 
ISLAND MEDITATION offers you the tools that Marnie Reed Crowell used in her recovery from  her trauma�c 
brain injury.
 
“If you have a chronic medical, emo�onal, or spiritual problem or you just want to improve  your well-being, 
you might want to learn to meditate.”

 Joe Babbi�, MD
 Past Director, Island Medical Center

“Whichever exercise in this book speaks to you, we recommend you 
prac�ce it, in the words of violin teacher Dr. Shinichi Suzuki, 
‘only on the days you eat.’ “

 Charles Zelnick, MD
 Director, Island Family Medicine
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